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PREFACE

II I ,II HI '. U!t'r,

I "1" " Illy book with a few words to you. By the time you
It,", 1I 111 , lwd this book. you will know a lot about me, and if

" I"'" Ill e the techn iques an d arts that I am going to teach
\"" 1 will m ille 10 know a lot about you. When you have
1,,,",, t wh.u this book has to teach you, you will understand
Ih .tl III .II I' I II ( 'n l.

I "I" ',,,ly know this: you are intelligent and curious. It is likely
,10 ,11 \',," nrc open -minded and driven by a need to expand your
It", ,",11 Ioolludarics. I know that you are committed. and I hope.
1',"10 "I, bill If you do not consider patience to be one of your
,,,"'" ," i1~, do not despair. I am an incredibly impatient person
,,01 I w,,, nhle 10 master these techn iques.

Wh"1 I IlI Ii going to teach you in th is book- or more
l'I'''' I,II,' It'ly staled. show you how to learn for yourself.-are

11, 1,," '1""- that will allow you to take back an ancient
1,1, ,I" IlIhl.

\1 ," I\'I' /(' born with an ability that our pan-world culture and
,I" oI"I'h","1 religions of our world have stolen from you.

\I," lVI' /(' horn with the ability to have a personal one-an-one
,Ii", I .." ",dellce of the Divine.

," w i-u- born with the ability to com mun icate directly and
I" ". ,10,,',,' rnmmun lcations with others.

vii
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All that and more was taken away from you. In effect, you
have been spiritually crippled. Th is book and the information it
contains will help you begin the process of healing yourself and
the biosphere around you.

What I am going to teach you is not a supernatura l power.
There are no superna tural powers; there are only energies that
our primitive sciences cannot yet detect or measure. But simply
because our scientists and engineers haven't yet figured out ways
to recognize, measure, and manipulate these energies, there is
no reason why you shouldn't. except in cases where doing so
would be injur ious to yourself or others.

We must always keep in mind that today's magicks are
tomorrow's sciences. A thou sand years ago, anyone who had
understood the energy of electricity would have been burned as
a heretic or sorcerer. In Elizabethan times, an English merchant
was burned for practicing Witchcraft because he knew how to
mult iply numbers. About 120 years ago, an Anglican bishop
made the statement that everything that could be discovered had
been, and that all future advances would merely be the refining
of those discoveries. I wonder wha t that bishop would say if he
could see me typing on my computer and discussing ideas over
the Internet with friends on the other side of the world.

Given this kind of cultural history, it is not surprising tha t
scientists and members of the domi nant religions believe that the
energies that I am going to show you how to use are either
nonexistent or evil. However, thousands of years ago, people did
know how to manipulate those energies; they did have the
sciences, or perhaps a more apt word would be arts, that enabled
them to do things that today are considered impossible. These
arts were once known and practiced widely, and the n, start ing
about 2,500 years ago, they were for many reasons suppressed
and persecuted, and finally mostly forgotten.

One of the most important and powerful of these arts is
invocat ion of Divinity. The evocation of the gods is another. And
those two ar ts are what I am going to teach you. I am going to

show you how to have, safely and sanely, one of the most ecstatic
and powerful experiences in the universe.

Read this book carefully and thoroughly before trying any of
these exercises. Then go back to the beginning and do the
exercises and meditations. Finally, when that wise par t of
yourself says that you are ready, you will find yourself stepping
naturally an d gracefu lly into the states of invocation and
evocation.

In thi s book I will use term s that may be unfamiliar to you.
They are probably terms or words that I have made up to suit my
need for communication. I shall try to define them clearly and
supply you with a graph ic metaphor. but if you arc stumped.
simply ask your wise self what he or she thinks I mean. I am
almost certa in that you will get a correct reply.

Now. about believing-that big, underlined. italicized thi ng in
our lives. I would caution you to believe in little, except gravity.
If you find yourself in a situation in which someone or
something demands that you-without question- believe what
they arc saying. get OUI of there!

Always question authority. Never accept without question that
someone knows bette r than you. that they arc wiser or more
enlightened. Obey the laws of your Slate and country-it usually
makes things safer and more comfortablc-e-but if something
bothers you, question it. There was once a · Iaw that said that
women couldn' t vote. A lot of brave people questioned it. and
that law was set aside.

There is a "belief" that no one (or perhaps only very "ho ly"
people) can have direct apprehension of Divinity. That belief is a
lie. It is a conscious and deliberate lie, invented long ago by
authoritarian religious groups that wished to weaken and
control others. It is time for that belief also to be set aside.

Don' t believe anything I w rite in this book simply because I
write it. Try the techniques, practice them , do the exercises, and
find out for yourself. The work that I will put before you will be
painful at times-healing one's psychic body can be as painful
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as healing one's physical body. But there are no shortcuts, no
quick answers, no "miracle drugs" that will do this work for
you. It may take weeks, months, or even years before you
become proficient, but you can do it. And when you have done
so, you, your internal universe, and the world around you will
never be the same again.

PART I

~~

Preparation
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Introducing the Concepts of
Invocation and Evocation

I"

~

The light is intense but in no way causes distress. The sounds areclear,
scintillating, and harmonious. The sensation of complete acceptance
washes through the woman asshefloats in a stateof bliss. Here, in this
place of no particular being, shefinds complete love, complete oneness.
As she floats, she perceives visual objects surrounding her: stars,
planets, and beings from other dimensions, other places, other times.
She hears exquisitemusic that at once comes from inside of her and all
around her. She is home.

Then the light takes form-a female form, for that is what the
woman is most comfortable with at this moment. Theform is at onceof
youthf ul beauty and ancient wisdom. The form touches the woman
and the two dance in a swirl of stars. The form speaks within the
woman 'sbeing: "Remember, I have always lovedyou. There is nothing
that you can do that will make me cease to love you, or to change my
love ofyou one whit. [loveyou because you are not perfect. [ loveyou
becauseofyourfaults. Ifyou wereperfect, you would bestagnant, dead.
Because youarenotperfect, you arealive, growing, learning, able tobe
what and who [ need-want-you to be. "

3



Then the Form blends back into the light, the woman floats for a
moment more-an eternity-and then slowly sinks back into the
physical form that awaits her.

The woman finds that she is lying on the floor. Once more in her
own body, her own living room, in a house in suburban North
America, she sits up. She aches slightly, ft eling both energized and
drained; shefeels the power slipping away. ~t she has been changed.
Her ability to retain some of the bliss, some of the power, has been
increased.

As she looks around her, she sees that several of /he members of her
circle are still in a state of ungrounded energy. Slowly. carefully, she
goes to each one and helps them release the excess energy of the ritual.
Then, together with them, she releases the evoked energies of the
Directional Guardians.

What I have just described to you is one of my personal
experiences while in a state of invocat ion. Invocation is a process
by wh ich an individual makes a psychic, that is, emotional and
mental, space within themselves. Into this space the person will
welcome the energy of one of the facets of Divinity. I call a facet
or aspect of Divinity a God-form. (Gods express themselves as
both female and male. Since Divinity is genderless in nature but
differentiates Itself into female and male only to facilitate our
perception of It , I do not usually use the term Goddess-form;
God-form suffices.)

While in a state of invocation, the person may be completely
present, or she may slip into a trance state wherein she may
experience mystical union and comprehension with Divinity.
She may receive messages or prophecy and travel into other
dimensions of reality and time. While in the trance state, she

, may speak to others, giving them messages that she will not
recall when she has retu rned to her ordinary state of con
sciousness. She may be able to accomplish things that she would
not normally be able to do, such as doing high jumps with
arthritic joint s, or seeing clearly without lenses when she

normally has to wear corrective lenses at all times. She may
experience new forms of energy man ifestation from objects
usually thought to be inert. Rocks, trees, and water may
shimmer and pulse with energy. A sense of utter union with the
ent ire universe may accompany these perceptions.

Evocation is a process in which a person or group of people
make a psychic space into wh ich they invite God-Forms to
manifest themselves as the God-forms choose. Thus, a Wiccan
circle, wh ich usually includes the summoning of the Directional
Guardians of North, West, South, and East and/or the Elemental
Guardians of Eart h, Air, Fire, and Water, may find that the
southern direction man ifests itself as a Fire God-form, such as
Agni from Persian mythology, or Lugh from Celtic mythology, or
even Apollo from the Hellen ic mythos. Indeed, it might manifest
itself as a volcano, or even as Pele from the Polynesian myths.

The other directions could also mani fest as well-known
classical God-forms, or they might take the shapes of animals or
nature spirits such as Nymphs, Sylphs, Dryads, Sphinxes.

Elemental and Directional Guardian God-forms are not the
only aspects of Divinity that are evoked into a sacred space or
circle. Often a specific God-form is desired to increase the power
and intent of the ritual. A healing ritual may call for the
evocation of Asclepias, or I3ridgidh. A protection ritual might call
for Auge (Bear), or Isis, or even for Lilith. A ritual of divination
might ask Heka to come, accompan ied by Her Son, Iacchos. Who
or what might be evoked into the sacred space is only limited by
the energy and power of the people who have created the space.

Both invocation and evocation are accomplished by the
Intentions and the power of the persons involved in the ritual.
Both magickal acts must be approached with care and prepara
lion. Both are extremely powerful.

While invocation and evocation have much in common, their
differences are important. Whilc evocation can be effected by a
j.: l'OUp or a single practitioner, invocat ion is a solitary experience.
Others may provide an enhanced and sacred space, but the act of

5Introdiu:i"9 the Concepts of Invocation am! EvocationPreparation4
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illl

invocation belongs to the invoker. A ritual may include both acts,
or either one alone, or neither. It all depends on the purpose of
the ritual and the intenti ons of the persons involved.

When considering whether you wish to invoke a god-form,
evoke god-forms or elemental beings, or do both, or neither,
carefully consider what you intend to accomplish with the ritual.
Most rituals do not need an invocation or evocation.

Let me summarize:

Invocation is a process in which a person, acting as a
single ind ividual, allows an aspect of Divinity that I call a
god-form to ente r into her or his body.

Evocation is a process in which a person or group invites
an aspect of Divinity, such as an Elemental or Directional
guardian, or a specific God-form, into the working space as
defined by the ritual.

2

Definitions of Divinity

~

I know you are asking, how can anyone "tell" a God or Goddess
to show up in a given place, or time, and in a comprehensible
manner? Your question is apt, for one tells the Gods nothing.
One invites them, with love and pride. and rests secure with the
knowledge that Divinity wil l enjoy the dance as much as the
person doing the invoking.

Let me step back and define,exactly what I mean when I usc
the terms Divinity and God-form.

It is not possible to comprehend Divin ity. We have neither the
physical nor the mental equipment.

About the best that can be done is acknowledge that Divinity
is that which is and wh ich is not. Ohm Agus Nah-Ohm: That
Which is Some-th ing and That Which is No-thing. No-thing docs
not mean "nothing." it means "no part icular Ihingness"-a
state of not being any particular way, rather than a state of
absolute nonbcing. You can th ink of No-thingness as the space
that allows the Some-things to exist. It is latency, possibility,
promise.

But human minds desire very deeply 10 understand as much
about Divinity as possible, so we have created God-forms to suit

7
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our needs, environment, and aspirations. Trying to comprehend
the "Great White Light" is a waste of human energy. One can
learn nothing from staring into it. We need definition and
demarcation, to be able to comm unicate and learn.

Imagine that Divinity is an infinit e incomprehensible jewel
with an infinite number of facets through which the energy of
the Divine is refracted in innumerable ways. In the course of
human existence, human beings come into contact with aspects
of life that manifest Divinity; its creativity. power, wisdom,
caring. Whether or not they are conscious of it, humans are
affected by, and affect, this Divine energy. Then they shape the
energy according to their needs-hunting, healing, fertility and
childbirth, coming of age. growing old. and finally death-all
the things that are basic to human life.

In response to their environment. humans also shape the
energy flowing through the facets. People who live in seismically
active areas will usc the power of eart hquakes and volcanoes.
Those who live in arid regions will deify the power of dust
storms and sandstorms. thunderstorms and rain.

People will also shape the Divine energy according to their
culturally approved aspirations. Luck is pretty universal, while
honor, inspiration to create, the ability to comprehend the

. universe, and romant ic love will vary from culture to culture.
Whatever people's needs they will find a way to make a form
that will allow the Divine energy that is most pert inent to those
needs to be manife sted most clearly and strongly. Therefore,
throughout time humans have had Mother Gods. hunter gods,
farmin g gods. smith gods, gods of love, gods of protection, gods
of childbirth, and gods of death. As their cultures evolved and
become more complex. they formed gods of knowledge, gods of
justice and mercy. gods of truth, and gods of lies. In some places
people developed gods of music, poetry. and dance. In others,
gods inhabited drums and masks. In yet other places, gods were
glwn shape in ephemeral sand paintings. (Hermes, an ancient
-prc-Hcllenic God-form. was a God of Thievery and Lying. His

worshipers were originally pirates and found nothing wrong in
either of those two acts. Whether or not Hermes actually helped

. them in their piracy is another matter.)
The powers of the natural un iverse-the sun. moon, and

stars, the wind and rain , the ice and the Sea-were also made
comprehensible by being shaped into gods. For while Divinity is
not knowable. the forms placed upon the Divine Facets are
knowable, and through knowledge comes understanding,
growth. healing. and self-control.

I am not indicating that a human being can (or should)
control an earthquake or a thunderstorm . What a human being
can do is control his or her own emotional response to natural
phenomena. Even more important are our responses to the
fundamental human processes of birth, growth, death, and
rebirth. All of these processes can be better understood and dealt
with if there is a way to tap into the Divine energy behind them.
Accordingly, wha t I mean by a God-form is the humanly made
and defined shape through which a part icular aspect of Divinity
is made comprehensible to the human mind.

God-forms can be male. female. or hermaphroditic. They can
be heterosexual, homosexual, or bisexual. (There are even some
asexual or genderless gods. Most of them are the abstract and
impersonal creations of priesthoods or philosophers.)

God-forms can be young. middle-aged, or old. or can have
several aspects, as in the Celtic Maiden-Mother-Crone God
form. In whatever way you may discover Them. They are what
Their peoples needed Them to be.
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Considerations of Evil

~

At thi s point it seems appropriate to deal with the idea of an evil
God-form. Our cultu ral heritage has given many people the idea
that. if they set out to invoke or evoke a God-form. they may
find themselves possessed by a demon, or face-to-face with one.

I do not believe that such a thing can exist. Divinity is Love.
Evil is a refusal to love. Divinity is heal ing, happiness, and
progress. Evil is want ing not to heal. wanting not to be happy,

.and desiring to stagnate. Therefore. demons and evil God-forms
are impossibilities.

This is not to deny that evil exists. It docs. and it comes from
human behavior. Whatever "demons" are in your mind and
culture. they were put there by human beings. their dysfunc
tions. and abusive practices. Dealing with the man ifestations
and residues of human evil is unfortunately a necessa ry part of
the practice of invocation and evocat ion. as we will see in the
following chapters, but there is no superhuma n evil to worry
about.

In saying thi s, I am awa re that I am contradicting those
religions that posit an evil God-form. For example. most forms of
Christianity, the belief system in which I was raised. hold that

10

there is a Devil. The Devil is a per fect exa mple of an evil God
form. (Christians usually deny that the Devil is a God-form at
all. but his independent will. godlike power. and immortality
quali fy him for the title. He is believed to have been created
rather than creating himself, but the same is true of most of the
God-forms in whi ch human beings have bclicvcd.)

Denying the beliefs of oth er religions is an uncomfortable
position. Our main stream culture. at least in America. teaches us
that it is bad to criticize other people's religions. There arc good
reasons for this. because the religious disagreements of the past
2000 years have fueled countless bloody persecutions. pogroms.
and wars. However. in many countries. the acceptance of the
prin ciple of freedom of religion means that religious disagree
ments can be peaceful. They don't have to be fought until the
winners take over the govern ment and persecute the losers. so it
is not necessary to consider cr iticism of a religious belief the
openi ng shot of a religious war. Certa inly. my interpretation of
Pagani sm holds that it is wrong even to proselytize. let alone
persecute, If I contradict some cherished beliefs of some other
religions. I hope that we can all agree to disagree.

I need to say explicitly that there are no evil God-forms. and
belief in them is dangerous to anyone who seeks to practice
invocation or evocation. First. it is very likely to induce enough
fear to ruin any cha nce of success. Second. if any of the normal
manifestation s of all -too-human evil show up, misidentifying
them as manifestations of evil Divinity can destroy one's ability
to deal with them.

I will go further: It is not enough to deny the existence of evil
God-forms, as do many modern liberal Christians who have
rejected the Devil. The problem is that evil God-forms are not
just a mistake. nor a priestly plot to scare the faithful into
obed ience. When the good god-form is held to include only
goodness and perfecti on with no trace of negativity, belief in an
evil God-form naturally develops from the belief in the good
God-form.



Any "perfect" God-form must be unique, absolutely outside
of the Universe, and distinct from it. An evil God-form then
arises as a sort of negative spiritual after-image, and serves as the
repository for those aspects of Divinity and Earthly reality that
will not cohere with the "perfect" goodness of the good god
form, aspects such as death, pain, and suffering. In many belief
systems, the good and evil god-form are thought of as being in
conflict with one another, with humans caught in the middle.
This is the pattern followed by most of the world's major
religions. Even most "mystical" religions fit the pattern: they
tend to posit an impersonal. formless, blissful Divinity, and an
equally impersonal. formless, miserable Illusion that keeps
human beings from knowing this bliss.

Religions with transcendent god-forms have another, related
problem of evil that is even more fundamental than the
tendency to believe in evil god-forms. All such religions I am
aware of believe that, although the physical universe has been
created or manifested by the "perfect" transcendent God-form, it
is in some way worthless, base, or even evil. Consequently,
human beings must deny, resist, transcend, or abandon it. And
here the circle closes. Humans are part of the universe, with no
prospect of escape but death-if through that- so when the
universe is devalued they are inevitably devalued along with it.

This is a bitter historical irony. Transcendent God-forms were
surely created to give shape to people's yearnings for a better life
for themselves and their children. In hard and violent times, it
may have seemed that a God-form Who could improve human
life would have to overcome the whole world. Perhaps this is why
these God-forms came to be imagined as outside the world,
transcendent. But once this was imagined a chasm opened up
between the human and the Divine. After that, the process of
crediting the God-form with more and more goodness and power
began to subtract value from the world and the people in it.

In many such belief systems, human s by now, are left with no
intrinsic value; they have only what ever value the transcendent

I. The Gods respect us. They.will never deny us the results of
the choices we have made and the actions we have taken. They
do not interfere in our lives. They do not expect us to obey

God-form may choose to grant them or what merit they may
gain from worshiping Him. Some systems even hold that human
beings are all born condemned to eternal puni shment unless and
until they are redeemed by special. unmerited Divine favor.

1b be sure, these statements represent my own summary of
some of the official higher theology of such systems. Many
religious leaders, and many more believers. would disagree that
their religion actually teaches such things. And it is true that
most organized religions are gradually moving away from such
harsh views. Nevertheless, such principles were considered
fundamental in the recent past. They still have many supporters;
they still permeate many sermons and prayers; and sub
consciously at least. they still have an effect.

The effect is not a good one. These beliefs are tragically
dysfunctional. People who despise themselves, their human
nature, and the fact of their own existence are more likely to
abuse and harm others. They arc less likely to make the best of
what they have. They are far less likely to be able to experience
Divinity. They have been spiritually crippled. and, in my
opinion, the belief systems that impose this crippling are
spiritually abusive.

After over twenty' five years of studying the doctrines of the
major religions, I am convinced that there is no transcendent
perfect god-form, and no evil God-forms either. My experience,
and that of many other mystics, shows the contrary. The
Universe itself is Divine. It contains everything and nothing. The
Universe is a self-aware, self-creating Divinity. 1land its laws are
functional. 1l does not deny itself or hold itself apart from itself. 1l
is therefore incapable of being evil.

My experience of the Gods is that they value us as they value
themselves. There are two sides to this:

13Consideruttous ofEvi[Preparation12
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I

arbitrary "laws" such as those that tell us what to cat, whom to
marry, or when to have sex, They will never ask us to do
someth ing that harms other humans, such as beat a ch ild,
mutilate a baby, sacrifice a living person 10 them, kill another in
the ir name, or wage a war for (heir glory.

2. The Gods respect one another. They do not deny one
another's existence, for They arc all facets of the same Divinity.

4

From Whence the
Ni~htmares Come

~

When you invoke or evoke, you can be certain that there arc no
Ilivine powers that will take control of you witho ut your
consent. The powers that you do invite in will not ask you 10do
vvll things. Further, you arc always the one who has the final
i1lll hority, and nice as it might be to shed the responsibility of
I'0llr actions, you cannot give the control of your actions and the
I'»iscqucnccs of those actions over (he God-forms in such a way
111011 you arc simply a 1001.

However, you need to be aware that your own past abuse
t·.·.II (·S can come up during invocation and evocation. Many
I,, 'ople, and I would say most people, have these issues. They
odlltllale in real abuse: the monstrous pain and terror tha t
I' ....pk- have been subjected 10 as children, whether regularly or
I "I ll' ('rcasionally. It is possible to repress or displace the memory
01 " 1111 events completely. It is also possible to remember the
II " illS ns facts. without recalling the feelings from the events.
M'"ly Ill' us have protected ourselves in these ways.

" .. II result of the energy flows of invocation and evocat ion,

15



these memories can surface unexpectedly and powerfully. If you
are not aware of what they mean, they can be very frightening.
They can seem to take over. and that can be a terri fying event. It
may even seem as though an altogether different "person" is
talking to you, telling you things that seem unbelievable, urging
you to act in ways that are counterproductive or dysfunctional.
A good portion of this book therefore deals with ways to avoid
being overwhelmed by such memories-the forgotten tapes that
can run (and ruin) your life.

Once you know where the bad memories are and what they
are about, they can no longer terrify you. They can make you sad
and angry. but they will not feel that something or someone
other than yourself is intruding into your invocation or
evocation rituals, or run ning your life.

If such memories surface, one of the first things to do is seek
the assistance of a qualified therapist. This book is not a
substitute. I believe that no therapist except one train ed to deal
with posttraumatic stress syndrome will be effective. However,
that is my personal, nonprofessional opinion. As always. find out
for yourself.

Second, always be aware that everyone has frightening
memories that for a wide variety of reasons have been buried.
For instance, there are very few people who have not been
frightened by horror movies, or have not enjoyed having their
wits scrambled by a good gothic suspense novel. But the images
in the movies and books, as well as other communication
med ia, are directly derived from real abuse, harm, and terror. So
when one is learni ng to invoke and evoke, it is important to
become very clear about what the real memories are and what
are the "special effects." That is a good ru le to keep in min d

, with regard to the positive effects of invocation and evocation as
well. Very little is as the Screen Artists Guild port rays it, as
delightful or horrifying as that might be.

16 Preparation

5

Creatine the Sacred Space
Within Yourself

~

The space in which an invocation or evocation is performed
plays an important role in determ ining whether what appears
within it will be real or imaginary. If the space is secure and
powerful. then very little of the horrific memories or the fanciful
make-believe will intrude. On the other hand, if the space is
created haphazardly or with inappropriate intent, then little of
what occurs with in it can be relied upon to be valid. The
memories, repressed emotions. and all the special effects of
television and cinema will be much more likely to show up.
Therefore, it is vitally important to create the sacred space with
careful intention and focus.

A sacred space is any area of emotional or physical and
temporal space that is being set aside, prepared for, and used for a
sacred intention. The most important sacred space, and the one
that we shall first work on developing. is the space inside you.
Obviously. if you arc going to invite a facet of Divinity into
yourself, you want the "room" to be clean, pretty, and not
cluttered with ju nk.

17
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This chapter contains five ritual med itat ions and rnagickal
workings that will provide valuable assistance in creating your
internal sacred space. Please practice each one, and if you find
yourself gelling impatient, remember that thi s kind of discipline
takes time and dedication 10 master. Let us begin with a simple
clearing.

Med itation 1: Clean lnq Your Persona l House

This meditati on is useful even when you arc not preparing to
invoke or evoke Divin ity. It can be of great assistance when
trying to clear your m ind for an exam, test, or interview, or
when you have to deal with an unpleasant or emotionally
cha rged situation.

Sit in an upright cha ir with your back straight and legs
uncrossed, your hand s relaxed in your lap. Or, stand with your
back straight, your hands relaxed at your sides, and your knees
unlocked (you will have to direct a specific thought to your
knees 10 get them to do thi s and still support you).

Become aware of how your hand sfeel. At first they will most
likely feel tight and achy. Intend them to release their tightness
int o the universe and slowly begin to feel warm and soothed.

Take a deep slow breath th rough your mouth and direct the
energy of the breath into your hand s. It helps to imagine the
energy of your breath as having a warm color, like yellow. As you
lake another deep slow breath, push the color into your hands
and into your fingers, and feel them gelli ng warm. Take a third
deep breath and feel the tingling sensation flow th rough your
arms and hands. Now, with the four th deep breath, the yellow
light and the warm tingles explode with a rush into all the rest of
your body, especially your chest and abdomen.

Take several normal breath s and just "be" with the light. Now,
imagine you can see into your body. Floating in the light, you
"see" several (or many) brown blobs. These arc your worries,
anxieties, angers, unresolved griefs, and frights. Let the blobs

bump into one another and stick to each other. Do this until
the re arc a reasonable number of groups, about four or five.
Then, one by one, let the blobs float up out of your thoracic
cavity and into your hands.

As the blobs reach your hands, imagine that they are turning
into hard rocklike objects. Hold each one. Name it by remember
ing what it signifies, how it made you feel, and what you did in
response to that feeling. Now, physically moving your ar m, fling
the solid blob away from you-far away from you. Give it back to
the universe so that the ene rgy conta ined within it, energy that
was dysfunctional to you, can be decomp used and used for
something else, something beautiful.

Do thi s with each blob. Sometimes a blob want s to return.
This means that it was not sufficiently na med or acknowledged.
Rename it, rcacknowlcdgc it, and fling it away once more.

When all the blobs arc gone, lake several deep slow breaths
and relax in the clear yellow glow that fills you.

•
Meditation 2: Comfo rtinq the Inner Child

This is a lengthy ritual that requi res a long list of materials. It is
one of the most powerful transformation ritua ls that I know.
kead it th rough carefully several times before you actua lly get
started.

Sometimes the blobs won't go away, no matter what you do,
or how often. Sometimes, instead of brown blobs, or along with
the blobs, there arc ugly dead blackish-red areas. These look a lot
like big scabs and seem attached 10 you r insides. These arc
psychic manifestations of trauma, usually caused by real abuse.
Ill'aIing with these lakes a long lime and strong com mitment. I
have fou nd that in cases like this, makin g a self-healing poppet is
one of the best magickal tacks 10 take. Here is a method I use all
ihc time with my coven.

Gather all the materials before you start. Do the Cleaning Your
Ivrsonal House Meditation and gel rid of everything that you
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can. Then, reassure those blackish-red areas that you respect the
tender areas they are protecting, but now it is time to let light
and air in. It is time to heal. Say it out loud, say it into a m irror,
and keep saying it even when you are experiencing pain.

Next, make a poster. Draw a rainbow (some people like a
butterfly better) and w rite the following phrases:

There is nothing wrong with me. I was born healthy and
normal.

Something happened to me. I am not guilty. I was not
responsible.

What happened was then; this is now.
I can heal.
I survived.

Put that in front of you where you can see it while you are
making your poppet, and if necessary, repeat the words out loud
until you believe them. Then put on your favorite soothing
music, have a drink of cool water, and begin.

Have the following items on a ~ork surface in front of you:

• Eighteen inches of ordinary muslin or percale-like the
cloth in a pillow case. Make sure the cloth is your skin color.

• Scissors
• Needle and thread (A sewing machine helps but is not

necessary.)
• About four to six ounces of polyester stuffing

• A walnut
• A heart-shaped candy
• A small red balloon, uni nflated

• A few dried beans or lent ils
• A small piece of chocolate (optional)

• Two small natural sponges

• A yellow marble or a yellow gumball (You might use a small
clear crystal. but I th ink the color yellow is impo rta nt.)

• A liny piece of hot red pepper such a Thai pepper, about the
size of the marb le

• Twenty-nine inches of thi n red yarn

• Six inches of wire or a pipe cleaner

• Two 4mm beads, the color of your eyes

• Colored pencils, crayons, markers, or paints

• A piece of colored felt that matches your skin color

• A piece of card, or th in cardboard abou t five inches long and
three inches wide

• Embroidery floss or yarn the color of your hair

• White glue or fabric glue (I like a product called Fabric-Tac.]

I. Take the muslin or percale and cut two paper doll-shaped
I'Ifl ures. I have included a pattern ; if you use it, blow it up by 200
pl'rcent at a local copy shop.

2, Sew along all the edges. Take tiny stitches and close it up
,. unpletcly Then cut a slit down the back, from right beneath the
1",,1(1 to the groin.

3. Wrap the walnut in a bit of the stuffing and put it into the
11( ',1(1. As you do this, say the following out loud and clearly: "I
,II U an intelligent and creative person."

4, Stuff the face area of the head and make sure that the back
," "I sides of the head are firmly packed.

I. Put a thin layer of stuffing on the very front of the chest
,,,I .ibdominal areas. Wrap the candy hear t in a bit of stuffing

,,, ,,I pili it into the chest cavity, saying: "I am courageous, loving,
uu] kind. 1 have the will to heal and grow."

I" '(like the balloon and put a few of the beans inside it. This
" I ",",( 'UI5 your stomach and how you want to nourish your
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inner ch ild on good food. (I also put a small piece of chocolate in
mine, for 1consider chocolate a sacred food.) Directing the words
to the poppet in front of you say out loud: "I nourish myself on
good food and drink . I eat only wh at I need. I cat to provide
energy, health. and heal ing."

7. Wrap the sponges in a bit of stuffing and place them in the
chest cavity where the lungs would be. As you do this. say: "I
breathe clean air. 1 fill my lungs with health. 1 have endurance
and vitality."

8. Take the twenty-nine inches of red yarn and coil it into
the abdominal cavity. These represent you r intestines. As you do
this. say: "I take only wh at I need from the universe. 1give back
what is unnecessary or unhealthy for me:'

If you wish, you can add token s for each of the organs. You
should certa inly do so if you have experienced or are experienc
lng illness or troubles with an organ or organ system.

9. Take the yellow marble or gumball and place it just below
I he heart, between the lungs and behind the stomach. This is
your astral cen ter. If you are able to do so, I suggest you substitute
, I clear quartz crystal for this token. As you put it in place, say out
101ld. to yoursel f, to the poppet, and the entire universe: "I am a
lovable and loved person. I have a right to exist in the un iverse. I
h.ivc J right to be happy and productive."

10. Pad the chest cavity firm ly but do not overpack it. Take the
pkce of hot pepper (which repre sents your sexua lity) and after
IV ldpping it in a piece of stuffing place it in the groin of the
p" ppet. As you do so, say out loud: "I and my scxua lityare holy
"Oti pure. Sex and appropriate sexual activity is fun, healing,
,,," I good for the soul. Sharing my sexua lity is a good and
" ,' I II IJ I act. I act responsibly. I share myself with discretion an d
" " I"'('t the rights of others. I can say no or yes without shame!"

\'011 may have to say thi s several times, for our society is
" I",,'ssl'd with sex, making it into someth ing that it never was or
" \1' '' wi ll be. Much. if not most, of the abuse we suffer focuses on
'" ,11 111sexual actions. For millenn ia, people with authoritarian
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belief systems have tried to control others' sexua lity and sexua l
actions. We are often told that doing what is, in fact, natural is
w rong, and when the natural action is forbidden and repressed,
it gets twi sted and becomes something very dysfunctional
sometimes even ha rmful to ourse lves and others , So be very
careful wh en you work on this aspect. Let your feelings,
whatever they may be, come up and express themselves as you
handle your sexua lity, If you feel ashamed or dirty, stop and ask
yourself why. Write down what comes to mind, and holding that
thought, go back to making the poppet.

I!. Now, fill the legs an d arms of the poppet with stuffing and
put the wire or pipe cleaner in the place for the spine . As you do
thi s, say: "I can stand on my own , I make a positive contribution
to the world. I am connected."

12. Finish any stuffing and sew up the back slit. Turn the doll
over 'and sew on the beads where the eyes should go. As you do
th is, say: "I can see clearly. I can see th rough despai r and pain,
fog and illusion."

13. Take the pa ints, pencils, crayons, or markers and draw on
a nose an d a smile- a prett y (oc, if you prefer, handsome),
confident smile. If you like your teeth , let them show. If you find
it difficult to draw a smile, ask yourself why you deserve to be
sad, and when the answer comes, write it down and continue.
As you draw the smile, say: "I deserve to be happy, to laugh and
sing. I deserve to be listened to, to have an opin ion and have it
respected. I have wort hwhile things to say."

14. Cut out two ears from the felt and sew them in place. If
you wish, draw earri ngs on the ears, and as you sew on the ears,
say: "I can hear the tr uth. I can accept praise and criticism. I can
listen and understand."

IS. Now sew on the hair. It is easiest to take the index card
and wrap the floss, thread, or yarn around it many times (at least
thirty). Then sew through the middle of the card to make a part.
Be sure to catch each hair as you sew. Pull the card loose from
the yarn. It should be perforated in many places by the needle

and "punch out" like an old-fashioned paper doll. Now glue the
yarn to the head of the poppet. Style the hair if you want,
although tha t is not necessar y, unless you have a thing about
your hair. If bad-hair days are your ban e, then by all means do
what you need to feel good about how it looks. Glue, hai r spray,
or wetting and wrapping the yarn or floss around too thpicks
will help you style your hair. If you have facial hair, be sure to
add that, but only if you see your inner child as having it.

16. Now draw on your breasts and nipples, belly button and
genitals. If your inner ch ild has pubic hair, make sure it is there.
Draw on the fingers and toes and, if you want, color your na ils.

Now your poppet is complete, an d you are probably out of
time and exha usted. That 's okay. Put the poppet und er your
pillow and clean up. Don't do anything with it just yet.

Wait a week, keeping the poppet under the pillow. You can say
"Hi:' "Good nigh t." "Good morning: ' and '''Bye'' to the poppet
if you want, but don't do anything else for a week. This is an
important time wh en all the internal work that you d id while
creating the poppet is gett ing connec ted to your inn er psychic
pathways. Don't stress them. Let the connection happen slowly
and naturally.

After a week, take the poppet out and tell it its name.
arefully listen to yourself and see if you get an argument. Find

out if the poppet already has a name. Don't argue with the
poppet, respect its wishes. (Remember, the poppet is a represen 
r.uion of your psychic child in the physical world and deserves
complete respect. )

Name the poppet. Talk to it, telling it how mu ch you love him
IIr her. Tell her how sorry you are that all those bad things
h.ippcncd, but tha t you will take care of hi m and never let them
h.ippcn again.

At thi s point, expect to get an argument, and I mean big time.
1"'0 may find yourself screaming that you haven't protected her,
tholl you always let her down, and so on , Let those screams and



yells come up. There is a lot of hurt and dysfunctional energy
behind them that needs to be released. Listen to those accusa
tions. Do not argue with them-they arc probably true in one
sense or another-but then look at your poster (remember the
poster?) and say the words, out loud , to the poppet:

There is nothing wrong with me. I was born healthy and
normal.

Something happened to me. I am not guilty. I was not
responsible.

What happened was then, and this is now.
I can heal.
I survived.

Now add:

And so did you!

Most people find that this precipitates a good cry. Let it
happen. If you need to break some dishes, do it. II's cheape r and
cleaner than breaking your hody with illnesses. Secondhand
shops sell therapeut ic crockery cheap.:

Start to talk to the poppet as often as you can. Listen to what
the poppet says in return. Perhaps you will make or buy your
.poppci some cloth ing or jewelry. When you arc ready, sit down, do
Meditation I, then, holding the poppet with the tenderness and
care that a mother would hold her newborn, tell it how much you
love it and how much you need him or her to love you. Then ask
the poppet to tell you what happened, Ask the poppet who or
what made the big blackish-red scabs inside ofyou.

Trust what the poppet tells you. The inner child docs not lie!
Sometimes, however, he or she uses symbols to comm unicate.
Respect those symbols, but understand that they may need to be
taken figu ratively and not literally. Having the poppet say you
were eaten by a bear docs not necessarily mean that you arc
remembering a past life. ror example, it could mean that
someone big, powerful, and angry acted aggressively against

Meditation 3: Ta ~in\? O ut the Garbaqe

/\s important as gelt ing a clear idea of what the ugly underlying
uu-mori es may be is handling the daily crud, the ordinary
pxychic garbage of our lives.
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you. Here aga in, you must be very careful to weed out the
Hollywood special effects. Let the bizar re images float, but do
not dismiss them. They arc most likely symbols, but in a few rare
cases Ihey may be reaI.

Keep a diary of what the poppet says. Watch for patterns to
develop. Notice the di fferent events and ideas that the poppe t is
interested in, what docs it fear or hate? Ask the poppet to write
you lett ers and offer to hold the pen and spell the words.

If you find yourself recallin g vivid emotional images, they arc
most likely real flashbacks to abusive incidents. Write them
down and share them with your therapist. Real memories are
always accompanied by emotions, although not always appro
priate ones. I know a young woman who has feelings of intense
humor when remember ing some pretty bad physical abuse.

Not every memory will be visual. Remember, you may have
had your eyes closed, or you may have been face down and
unable to see what was happeni ng. Trust your feelings.

There is no need to hurry this process. /l will take a long time,
and everyone has a different level of tolerance. But as you do the
Cleaning Your Personal House Meditation, you will soon sec the
"scabs" starl ing to break free and float up, solidifying so that
you can fling them away along with the brown blobs.

Now I want to be very clear that when you do this, you arc not
l'linging away the memories of the abusive incidents. What you
are doing is ridding yourself, for a while, of the dysfunctional feel
ings and actions that those memories hold. You will never be rid of
the memories, nor should you want to be, for you gained strength
.uul courage by living through those times. What you don' t need
,IllYmore is pain, dysfunction. and unhealthy behaviors.

Preparation26
I'll
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Daily crud is the ongoing unease or distress caused by the
frictions of daily life. There is no way to avoid most of it. Traffic
jams will happ en; tra ins will be missed. But this kind of
emotional scum mustn't be brought into the sacred space with
you. Happily, it is more easily dealt with than the deeply buried
damage. Here is wh at to do:

First, get a brown bag and some cheap paper, the cheaper the
beller-you don't want to give the daily crud too much
import ance.

Second, wr ite the numbers I through 20 on the paper, and
then write down an ann oyance, irritation, anger, grudge,
sadness, or peeve-you can th ink of that many, I am certain
next to the numbers. Make sure you get at least twenty.

Th ird, crush the pieces of paper tightly in your hand, and
enjoy the sensation of cru mpling those items of daily crud up in
your fist. Really feel the release that comes with not letting them
run your life.

Fourth, as you crumple each one, stick it in the bag. When the
bag is full (or you have run out of daily crud) take out the
garbage-literally. Drop your troubles in the trash dumpster.

Med itation 4: Openlnq the Rose

This meditation is helpful in opening the sacred space within
yourself. It is one of the first of the invoking meditat ions, and it is
the first sacred space you will need to learn to create. It is simple,
takes lillie time, and you probably already know how to do it.

I. Decide which one of the following you wish to work with

first:

Healing
Acceptance
Trust
Knowledge

You will need to work with all of them, but make sure you
deal with each one at a separa te time.

2. Sit in a comfortable position, either in a chair or on the
floor. Do not lie down. You will go to sleep if you do.

3. Imagine a rosy glow in a spot directly beneath your
sternum. Imagine that the spot is about the size of a walnut.

4. Feel the warmth of the spot.
5. Now, "see" that spot turn into a rose bud. (It can be any

color of rose you desire, but I have found that it is most effective
if the color is natural for roses. It is hard for the mind to accept
the reality of a blue or black rose.)

6. Lift your arms so they cross your chest and your hands arc
on your opposite shoulders. Tense your ar ms until they almost
hu rt. Don't push to the point of pain ; pain is harmful to these
meditations, as are fasting and other ascetic practices.

7. Release the tension and let your ar ms slowly relax back
down toward your sides. As they relax, allow the rose to bloom,
to open. As it opens, you will feel a warmth entering your body
from beh ind your left shoulder. Accept this warmth. Do not
question it, rationalize it, or reason it away. If you do, it will
realize that it is not welcome and leave.

8. Very important: Nam e the warmth. If you decided to work
with healing, say out loud, "I na me you Healing." (If you prefer
to speak in archaic terms to further define the sacredness of
what you arc doing, you can use thee and thou. Just be aware that
long ago these were informal, everyday usages and you and your
were formal. dignified usages.)

9. Now, let Healing bloom in the rose. The center of the rose
will become transparent. After doing this meditation three or
lour times, you will probably find yoursclf "hear ing" someth ing
when the center of the rose becomes transparent. It may be a
tone, a wh isper, or even a word. Accept the message. Even if you
do not understand it now, you will understand it later. Write it
down in your magickal journal.



10. The first few times you do thi s mcd itatlon, allow yourself
to be with the rose for about ten to fifteen minutes, th en
increase the tim e of just "being" wi th the rose so th at you can
ultimately be in the center of the rose for a n hour or so. (By "just
/bcing' w ith the Rose," I mean that you do noth ing. Allow
whatever though ts that happen to enter you r mind to do so.
Acknowledge them and let them pass th rough, but make sure
th at they pass thro ugh the rose. At first you will have a lot of free
associa tions, worries, a nd distractions. Tha t is perfectly normal.
Ju st make sure these enter and leave th rough the rose.)

II. After you have been with the rose. a llow it to close, letting
th e warmth leave th rough the bo tto m of you r feet, Take several
deep breaths and give yourself a hug. (Hugs are very good for
ground ing.] Now stre tch your muscles a nd get somethi ng
healthy to cat, w ith h igh protein and high grain. It doesn't have
to be mu ch, but someth ing.

Repeat th is process unti l you have dealt with healing,
accepta nce, trust, and knowledge.

At least at firs t, you will find th at doing these medit ations and
exercises may feel drain ing, that they seem to take more energy
than they give. Learni ng new things, opening new neural and
psych ic pathways, takes energy. As in pr iming a pump or sta rting
an engine, at first you have to put in energy to get mu ch more
energy out later. I a m going to close thi s cha pter with a shor t
medita tion that will help you recharge you r psychic batteries.

3. Take three more brea ths, seeing the light en tering your left
hand a nd exiting through your right ha nd.

4. On the next breath, see a br ight light for m ing d irectly
und er your sternum (breastbone), about the size of a pea.

5. Continue to take dee p slow breat hs, a nd gradually enlarge
the size of the light from pea to marble, to acorn, to wa lnut, to
lemon, and fina lly to the size of a grapefru it.

6. When the light is the size of a grapefruit, iI w ill seem to fill
your ent ire chest and you w ill feel its warmth.

7. Make a conscious decision that on the next breath, the light
will suddenly expand to fill your entire bod y. and that with it
you will have a shan 'da (an a mo unt beyond understanding) of
energy.

8 . Take that breath, feel the energy explode th rough your
body, and get up. You will have more than enough energy to do
your daily work ami med itat ions (un less of cou rse you have a
physical illness or condition, in which case most of the energy
will be di rected toward correcting tha t condition).
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Meditat ion 5: Rccha rqc !

Th is is a good medit at ion to do every morning when you wake
up.

I. Take in four deep slow breaths.
2. On the fourt h brea th, "see" a yellow light entering your left

hand and exiling through you r right hand.



have been successful, but the cost to the woman was severe
mental upset and physical distress. Such a place contains strong
negative energies that make it extremely difficult to create the
secure and potent energy wall that is so necessary for invocation
and evocation.

It is also very difficult to create sacred space in places where
there are a great many other stimuli overw helming the senses. I
know a group that tried to have a ritual in the middle of a
shopping mall. The results were disastrous. The people in the
group were flooded with the anxiety and distress that runs
rampant through shopping malls.

Whatever the setting. it should be relatively secure : a place that
will not have uninvolved people moving in or out; a place where
the music, drumming, or singing of the group will not cause
distress or curiosity in others. Gardens, parks, museums, forests.
wilderness areas, and backyards are wonderful locations for
creating sacred spaces, as long as you can make them secure from
other people. However, few of us have safe spaces in the exterior
world, places where no strangers will wander by, where we can
have bonfires, dru m and chant, throw ourselves about in the
ecstasy of invocation and evocation, and not att ract attention. If
you do possess such a refuge, by all means use ill But since almost
allofus must share our outdoors with others-many ofwhom are
not Pagan-friendly-this unfortunately rules out using the
outdoors for anything but the simplest workings. Unless you have
a couple of hundred acres, the nosy neighbors staring over your
fence can finish off your ritual before you even get it going.

Therefore, this chapter will focus on indoor spaces, where
doors can be locked and windows shut. Kitchens, living rooms,
lind bedrooms are all good places, depending on the intention of
your ritual. I have done some really powerful work in a garage.
The bathroom is one of the best places for solitar y rituals. Why?
Ilecause even if there is no security or safety anywhere else in
our lives, most of us are able to have privacy. and therefore feel
sa fe, in the bathroom.

Ilill
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Creating the Physical Sacred
Space Around You

~

Let's tu rn our attention to creating the sacred space in the
externa l physical world. As important as the internal space is,
without the support ing external space it is fragile and un
protected.

A sacred space does not have to be a circle of people dressed in
pseudo-archa ic robes in a dark room with lit candles and clouds
of incense smoke. Those props are nice and can be very
conducive to the process of invocation and evocation, but they
are not necessary. Unlike some authors on Wicca and Witch
craeft, I will not tell you that you need to have a specifically
colored candle with a matching set of anointing oils (one for the
candle and one for you), nor will I do more than suggest what I
have found to be helpful. The truth is that sacred space can be
created anywhere, and with no props whatsoever, if the will and
intention of the person creating the space are strong enough.

There are, however, many places that are inhospitable to the
creation of sacred space. I know a woman who created an
elaborate ritual in a maximum-security prison. The ritual may

32
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If you are doing a ritual in an apartment with paper-thin
walls. make sure that all noise is kept to a minimum. It is better
to whisper than to have an angry neighbor bang on the wall
during a loudly chanted invocation .

Hanging the walls with cloth will absorb a lot of solind. Cheap
fuzzy foam-ba sed blankets are effective, colorful. ami easily
washed. You can even paint on them with ordinary acrylic
paints. Be sure to have the windows covered.

As to the rest of the ritual setting, make it as pleasing to the
eye as possible. I suppose one could do an invocation in a filthy
mess. but would you really want to invite Divinity into a place
like that ? Normal cleanliness is adequate.

Remove all excess furniture. Sweep or vacuum the floors
with a focused intention of clearing away bad energy, and light a
few candles in safe places where they won't be knocked over. If
you are using a draped area, put the candles in jars. People often
move suddenly and vigorously in the course of invocation and
evocation, and knocking over candles is not a part of the ritua l.
nor is putting out a fire.

It is not necessary to have an altar, but iI'you feel better with
one, by all means use it. It is extremely helpful to mark the floor
in some temporary manner 10 delineate the boundaries of the

•sacred space. Chalk and reflective tape work well on carpet. I
know several groups who have exqui sitely carved and decorated
pieces of wood that defin e the arc of the circle. and one group
that holds the wooden pieces in place with Velcro. Technology is
a wonderful thing; use it with imagination .

Images and symbols of the God-forms with Whom you intend
to work can be placed around the circle. on the altar, or in the
middle of the space. Don't put anything fragile or extremely
precious in the circle; worrying about it will distract you.

If you use incense, use it sparingly. The same goes for
anointing oils. While the sense of smell is a very powerful aid,
do not overwhelm yourself or create a breathing hazard. It is
extremely difficult to condu ct a successful evocation or invoca-

• A sett ing that is secure from intrusion

• A clean space, freshly swept with the expressed intention of
removing negative energies

tion with your eyes streaming and your lungs burning from an
overpower! ng scent.

Here is a tip from a very magickal person. Christopher Hatton ,
who taught me one of the most powerful evocation rituals I
know: use the same scent every time you invoke or evoke a
specific God-form. After a while the scent, by itself will move
you into a sacred trance state, and the invocation and evocation
will just flow from your magickal consciousness.

Try not to use a scent that you will nm into in the mundane
world. Imagine your chagrin if you are used to using coconut
incense and oil to invoke Aphrodite and then find yourself
man ifesting the Goddess of Love and Passion when your Aunt
Mabel serves you macaroons or coconut custa rd piel

The aural setti ng is important too. You have taken care of
sound bothering your neighbors; now make sure that the music
or drumming you and your group are using is suitable. Keep the
music simple. Elaborate chants, complex musical scores, and
many-versed songs are not conducive to the trance state
necessary for a successful invocatlon or evocation. It is best to
use repetitive chants with few words and a simple tune.
Drumming without words is ex tremely powerful and is my
background music of choice. a lthough I once led a group
Invocation to a score by ELO. The music worked with what we '
were doing and the ritual was very powerful and satisfying.

Finally, have something to eat and drink after the main part
of the ritual is completed. but while you are still in the sacred
space. Whole grains and fruit juice are excellent. This is
important, for noth ing else is quite as grounding as eating.

What it all comes down to is this: outside or inside, plan
ahead.

For your physical setti ng, be sure you have:
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• Little or no furniture
• The sac red space marked on th e floor, defining its

boundaries

• Walls and windows draped, if possible

• Candles in secure holders and in safe places

• Moderate amounts of incense and oil

• Appropriate symbols and decorations

• Something simple and wholesome to eat and dr ink af ter the
ritual

7

Psychic First Aid

~

When you have worked to create sacred space inside you and a
protected ritual space outside, you then need to consider the
emotional and psychic space that is' formed by the people with
whom you are working. One of the most difficult things to
provide for is the impact that other people will have on you, your
magick, and the invocation. For as much as we would like to feel
that we are in total control of the situation, the truth is other
people are the single most common cause of invocations and
evocations not succeeding.

You probably won't be able to recognize in advance the person
or persons who will cause you the worst problems. Until they are
staring you in the face, with their fangs bloody and their games
played, they will seem like good friends, supportive acquaint
ances, and even your lovers. I do not mean to indicate that these
people are inherently evil; they are not. They are simply people
who have not dealt with their abuse issues and are seeking some
sort of solace out of the souls of other people. Few of these people
have the slightest idea of what they are doing or their effects on
others' rnagickal work.

While it is almost impossible to prevent these people from
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damaging you, your group, and your ritual, at least the first time
you encounter them, there are certain steps that you can take to
help you sur vive their attacks. Before I go any furt her, let me
define two terms that I usc in my teachings. When I usc the
word fried I am referring to the consequences of having too
much energy loaded into your system too qu ickly, having hostile
or angry energy contaminate the incoming energy, or being
unexpectedly cut off from the energy source by an outside
disrup tion.

The feeling of being fried is exactly that-you feel burned all
over, as though you had somehow been sunburned on all your
nerve endings. An especially bad fry can make you feel like your
ent ire body, inside and out, has been scared with hot steam.
Headaches, body shakes, muscle tremors, nausea, and intest inal
distress may result. Although there are many things that can and
must be done to treat a fry, it is better to avoid one in the first
place.

When I use the term iced, I am referring to the condition in
which you have opened up and noth ing or very little happens
(or appears to have happened-mote on that later). This can be
caused by insufficient preparation, but is most likely caused by
outside interference, the most common of which is, again, from
other people: skeptics, antagonists, or people who arc using
m ind-alter ing substances in the vicinity of the ritual.

Being iced usually feels as though you have suddenly stepped
off the end of a staircase expecting another step, but there is
none. You psychically stumble. Depending on the degree of
disrup tion and interference, it can also feel as though you have
fallen into a pit, that you are freezing cold (hence the term iced),
that you have the shakes, tingling sensations in your extremities,
numbness in your fingers and toes, and a sudden headache. At
its worst, you feel as though you have a vampire or energy leech
attached to you, draining your life away, and in those cases, that
is very likely what has happened.

As I mentioned, other people arc the single most common

cause of invocations and evocations not succeeding. In the
magickal community, we often find ourselves working with
people who have "a full six-pack but lack the plastic thingy to
hold it all together" (author unkn own). Worse, we sometimes
come across people who are so badly damaged that they have
belief systems that require them to prey on other people.

It has always amazed me that the archetype of the vampire is
so often thought to be glamorous and powerfu l. In reality, these
people arc the most pathetic, helpless, useless, powerless, weak ,
and ineffective individuals. They can do noth ing for themselves,
having to obtain the very simplest energies and abilities from
others. Unable to be in the most ordinary relat ionships without
causing damage, in a magickal relationship they are black holes
into which unlimited amounts of energy will flow unrecipro
cared if not prevented. Vampires, energy leeches, and other
power-suckers must be kept out of your life at all costs!

Keeping them away is a priority, for they arc attracted to
healthy, powerful people the way moths are attracted to light.
Becoming aware of the games they play, the tactics they use to
ensnare others, and the abuses that they dump into relationships
must be an ongoing and continuous part of your magickal life.
For they are a fact of life in the world at large, and in the
magickal community in particular. Don' t feel sorry for them
that only buys into their game- and don't try to help them, for
that keeps them helpless. If you find you rself gett ing a thrill out
of trying to fix things for them, you are already involved in the
enabling cycle and probably need professional help to extricate
yourself. Groups that deal with Adult Children Of Alcoholics
(commonly known as ACOAs) are especially helpful.

So, how do you prevent yourself from being "iced" ? Avoid
vampires, and don't do invocations or evocations around hostile
people or people who are standing back, withholding thei r own
energies and maintaining a "show-me" attitude. In these
situations, you cannot trust-you dare not trust. If, for some
reason, you are not aware that you have possible outside



interference and do get fried or iced, here is the most basic and
necessary psychic first aid.

First: Do not wait to finish the rituaL LEAVEI Let other people
worry about the disruption to the circle. The first rule of the
Craeft is "take care of yourself," and th is is a situation that is a
very good place to practice it. Havesomeone you trust get you to
a safe place where others, even well-meaning others, cannot
intrude on you. I suggest a bathroom with a door that can be
locked. This is very important in the case of vampires and
leeches, for once they have attached themselves they really do
not want the connection broken and will flock around, offering
what seems to be help but is in reality only the desire to feed
some more. Putting a physical barrier between yourself and the
disruption is essential. If you have no one you can trust, trust
your wise self and get yourself to a safe place.

Second: Drink some water. Do not drink teas or herbs, sugar or
caffeine. Do not take homeopathic "cures," and absolutely do
not drink anything alcoholic. Water is the miracle healer,
especially for psychic problems. Drink about eight ounces slowly.
Sip it and you will feel the heat of thefry or the cold of the ice
easing.

Third: Rub yourself all over with the flat of your hands, or if
you have a trusted friend with you, have him or her rub you.
Make sure that every square millimeter of your body gets
rubbed (rub the middle of your back on a door jamb or piece of
furnitu re). It is not necessary to remove your clothing to do
this- the rubbing works just as well through cloth. And I do
mean every square millimeter: Your scalp, between your toes,
your genitals, inside your ears and nose. Concentrate especially
on your hands and fingers, nose, lips, and the area around your
navel. Rub for several minutes, firmly yet gently. Do not abrade
your skin. Pay attention to that, for you may find yourself
wanting to "scrub" yourself raw. Thuch yourself the way you
would touch a newborn infant, with care and respect.

Fourth: When you can stand without shaking, do so, and
• Other people are thesinglemost common causeoj invocations and

evocations not succeeding.
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close your eyes. "See" a cord of bright blue light running up out
of the floor (ground) where you stand, becoming your spine and
exiting out the crown of your head. Just be with that blue light
for a few moment s, then slowly wrap yourself in the light as
though it were a big piece of plastic wrap. Use only what you
need and let the rest of the light go.

Fifth: rejoin the ritual, but this time notice who is trying to
dig a hole through your "wrapping." These people are most
likely the ones who caused interference in the first place. Only
the most dedicated leeches and power-suckers will keep trying
10 feed off you.

At this point, what is of more concern are the angry or
scoffing skeptics. These people need to be confronted and asked
to leave (or if you are on their turf, you need to leave). If it is not
possible to remove the interfering person or persons and you
cannot leave, do not continue with the ritual.

The person or persons who have caused the interference will
most likely respond with an angry or tolerantly amu sed denial
that they did anything; indeed, they won't see what the fuss is
all about. After all, nothing was happening; they weren't
experiencing anything- ad nauseam. And that's what caused
the problem: their own internal barriers, psychic jamming, and
intense disbelief.

Don't attempt to reason with or convert these people. They
have closed belief systems and will explain everything away in
terms of their closed belief systems (somewhat in the way right
wing Christians explain away any historical evidence that
contradicts their beliefs by saying that the Devil created the
evidence to cast doubt on their faith). It is a waste ofyour time and
energy trying to talk to these people and you have better things to
do, like figuring out how not to have them in your life anymore.

To recap the psychic first-aid measures:
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• Do not wait to finish the ritual. LE AV EI Get to a safe space,
preferably one with a door that can be locked. If possible,
have someone you trust with you.

• Drink eight ounces of plain water.

• Rub yourself all over with the flat ofyour hands. Ifyou have
someone with you, let him or her help with hard-to-reach
spots.

• Wrap yourself in a protective sheet of blue light. At this
point it may be hard to achieve a trance, so just imagine or

. pretend that you have done so. It will work.

• Rejoin the ritual and have the person or persons responsible
lor the interference removed. If th is is not possible, do not
continue with the ritual.

PART II

J&~

Invocation
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Preparation for Invocation

~

Samfwin, 1995

The woman lightsasingle candleandsitsback in herchair. Downstairs
she can hear the soundsof thegroup gathering, the social chatter the
bustleofpeoplecoming andgoing. II seemsso very faraway. so removed
from theflickering flame. She watches theflame for a moment, and
then as she starts to slip into trance, she runs through her preritual
preparatory list.

She calls up theface and the name of each participant in tonight's
ritual. She makes a judgmenton whytheyare there, what they need,
what their limitations and tolerances are, and what is the worst-case
scenario if the ritual is too "hot" or too "cold" for them. She decides
that all of the people are in a positive emotional space, with the
exception of a young man who has just been diagnosed HlV positive.
lIemaynotbeable tohandle thef ullforceoftheinvocation. Shedecides
to "loop him our of the ritual's energies.

Finishing with thegroup, she turns to herself She recalls all of the
irritations, anxieties, and worries that have plagued her in the last
week. She creates mental images of them asbrown pieces of paper. and
thenshe imagines thatshe iscrumpling the paper into small balls and
tossing them away. Far away.
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Then she looks at what she wants f rom the ritual and from the
invocation. She considers the various God-forms with Whom she has
worked in the past. She decides on an appropriate locus of connection,
and a Persona. She decides on a method. Finally, she is f inished. She
stands and pinches the candle out. She is not surprised that the liaise
and commotion downstairs has vanished, that thegroup isgathered ill
silence, waitingfor her. It is time. Time to dance with Divinity.

This woma n is an accomplished practitioner of the art of
invocation and a priestess. She has taken care that the ritual will
be as positive and as empowering as possible, for herself and the
other participants. Let us look at what she did in an analyti cal
light. She made a mental list. If she were involved with a larger
group containing people who were new to the Craeft. unfamiliar
to her, or especially needy, she might have made a written list.
She considered each person as a special individual with unique
charac teristics and needs. Based on her past experience and on
her wise self, she made a decision as to how she was going to
handle each one if the energy became too intense (too hot) or if
the energy failed to manifest (was too cold) for that person. She
came to the decision that one person was not going to he able to
handle any kind of energy at that time (except perhaps the
en.ergy of acceptance), and therefore she deliberately decided to
put a mental and emotional barrier between that person and the
invoked energies. She did not, however, decide to ask him to
leave or to sit out the ritual.

She then used a mental technique that allowed her to step
away from the daily garbage of her life. This was an important
step. No one in the process of invocation can afford to have their
emotional land scape littered with emotional rubbish.
, Fina lly. she set some goals for herself so that she would be
both empowered by the ritual and confirmed by the manifesta
tion of energy. She knew that it was vital to anchor her art of
maglck in reality. i.e., to have a definite set of experiences occur
that would signal that she had successfully accomplished what

she set out to do. Her goal was to open a part of her emotional
and mental "mind" so that energy originating from the Divine
could ente r her, speak with her mouth, see with her eyes, and
heal with her hands. She wished to make the unknowable
known to the others in the group, to summon forth sacred
Insight, and to be in an intimate contact with the Universe.

To that effect. she made conscious decisions on the specific
humanized, and therefore humanly comprehensible, God-form
that would best suit the needs of her group and her own personal
needs. She did this in full knowledge that some other god-form
could very well show up instead. But from many years of
successful invocation, the priestess was confident that whichever
God-form did manifest would be the most appropriate and
meaningful Aspect of Divinity for the ritual.
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knew him well based on that newspaper account-even though
you hardly knew him at all. When you are invoking Gods, that
superficial relationship will not work.

Let me give you an example of what [ mean. I have noticed
that one of the most popul ar myth systems among modern
Pagans and Wiccans is that of the ancient Egyptians. The Gods
are splendid and beaut iful; they are also powerful, d istant, and
exotic, with their ani mal aspects clearly emphasized. They are
almost like characters in science fiction; at least that is the way
the popul ar media and some poorly researched books on the
subject make them appear. But if you plan on using Isis as your
patron God-form, go and find out about Her.

It will take some digging. Sir Edmund Budge, for all his
meticulous research in ancient Egyptian religion (Budge's book,
The Egyptian Book of the Dead, is the primary source for most of
the Egyptian myth ology that is published), deals almost entirely
with death rituals, after-dea th prophylactics, and talismanic
magick. You will not find a great deal of information on Isis as
she dealt with the lives of Her people in most of the books. I
suggest reading Robert Graves's The Golden Ass and then doing
some research as to why Graves wro te what he did. Use his
bibliography. It won't be light reading. but it will be informat ive.

Most of the myths that are found ,in the popular books have
been edited, redacted, tw isted, chopped. or otherwise deformed
to fit the needs of other, later belief systems, and most myth s of
Goddesses have been polluted and debased by male-supremacist
cultures.

If you are going to work with Isis (or more correctly, Au-Set)
you need to know that most likely She did not move into Her
supreme female position in the Egyptian pantheon until late into
the Middle Kingdom (1 500 D.C.E.). Before that time, Hathor,
Sekhrnct. and Meres Geb were more important. Why? Research
can tell you this, and more.

When dealing with other myth systems you will discover that
Heka is not a nasty old woman . nor is Hera a jealous baby

9

Choosing an Appropriate
God-Form

~

This chapter deals w ith the practice of solitary invocation and
the finished product. The process sta rts with the act of choosing
an appropriate God-form, '

It is important that you work, at least at first, with a God-form
with Whom you are comfortable and Who plays a healing and
functional role in your life. Try to stay within the framework of a
single myth system that is compatible with your life and your
magickal goals.

It is also maglckallv important to have a deep understanding
of the context wh ich gave rise to the God-form and the reality of
how It related to Its people. [ have noticed that many people have
only a surface familiarity w ith the myth systems they use. They
get a passage or two out of some children's book on myth s and
go with it. Sometimes they read a modern interpretation of
mythology-perhaps with a psychoanalytical slant or maybe a
"world consciousness" framework-but they never really study
the texts from which those books are derived. Th is is like
reading a distant acquaintance's obituar y and claiming tha t you
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Healing: Either physical or emotional. If you do healing

murderer. And you may even do enough digging to figure out
tha t the Dagda is female, as is P'tah. All of th is sort of research is
ext remely important when preparing to work with a god-form
for the purposes of invocation. Because if you do not do the
research and invoke a God-form such as Au-set, it means that
when She really shows up you probably won't recognize Her.

In short, it is impor tant to know your God-forms on Their
own terms, not those that make you comfortable. Peel away the
"Hollywood," the wishful thinking, the New Age pink bunny
fluff, and really get to know Them.

The Gods deal with real-world issues. Being mad at your
boyfriend is not a real-world issue; being beat up by your
boyfriend is. The bank bounci ng your check because you had
five cents less than was necessary is not a real-world issue; not
being able to find work is. Don't insult the Gods by invokin g
them for silly or trivial reasons, but don't hesitate to use them lor
serious reasons.

At this point , I think it is necessary to put in a word about
doing ritual s for world healing, environmental issues, peace, and
other big issues. These are all very' good reasons for doing
rnagick, but please don' t invoke Divine ene rgy for them. The
Gods are already ext remely involved and don't need to be

, reminded of the mess we have made. A finite being such as a
human (or a dolph in, for that matter) can only see a tiny piece of
the tapestry of All-being, and will almost always cause more
harm than good by trying to manipulate that tiny piece. Also, iI
is our problem. After all, we caused the overpo pulation that
pushed the environment beyond its carrying capacity. Scarce
resources result in environmental degradat ion, war, and punitive
social customs, all of which are responsible for most of the really
bad situations in the world today. Given that, we probably
already know the solutions to those difficulties.

So, what are good reasons for invocation?

for someone other than yourself, always get their per mis
sion first.

Prosperity: It is perfectly OK to ask for money to supply
your ordinary needs in liIe. or to open the doors of
opportu nity. Do not ask for wealth, vast fortune, or an
opportunity that you have not earned or do not deserve.
Once you have asked for money, make sure that you are
working to provide a way for it to come to you.

Opportunity: The space to be recognized, appreciated, and
valued for the positive work that you have done and the
effort and talent that you have shown.

Spiritual Growth: Asking for direction, courage, and
increased intuition will probably result in some pain, but
this is the pain of stretching enough to encompass the new
you-it is worth it.

Relationships: This is a tricky area. It is never a good idea
to ask for Divine assistance to make or force someone to
love you or go to bed with you. First. it won' t work. The
Gods won't coerce anyone, not for Themselves, not for you.
Second, the backlash of twi sted energy will manifest in
some very unpleasant ways. However, if you are lonely, it is
perfectly okay to ask for gu idance in att racting the right
person, and for insight about what you should or shouldn't
do. It's also perfectly ethical to ask for help in healing a
relationship that you are already in, if you are willing (0 be
the person who is going to do whatever changing needs to
be done. If you can't live with that restriction, get out of the
relationship before you try using Divine energy to change
another person.

'Truth, Dreams, and Prophecy: These are areas that often
require Divine assistance, but they can be very tricky, since
the answers will often come in symbolic ways.

Whatever your reason for doing an invocation, go into the
ritual with your eyes wide open, your cars and heart ready to
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hear, but also be will ing to reserve judgment and withhold
action until the full rami fications of any manifestations become
clear. That can take several days, or even weeks.

I once knew a young man who practiced as a solitary but
often came to me for advice. In this particular situation he
didn't, and I wish he would have. The man lived in a very
unsavory neighborhood in an inner city. He started to have
strange dreams about a "shadow" in his apartment. In a
protection ritual, he invoked a God-form that deals with dreams.
The God-form clearly said, "Move away quickly and with care."
The young man did not stop and think; he did not consider the
complex mean ings of the message. Instead he panicked, threw
all of his easily movable belongings into his car, and showed up
on a very sur prised friend's doorstep. While he was gone,
vandals broke into his apar tment and stole almost everything.

Since he hadn't asked his friend if he could move in before he
did so, the relationship went sour. He finally moved back into his
apartment, and two weeks later was mugged and seriously
stabbed in the laundry room of the building.

What should he have done?
First, he needed to listen. "Move away"-not run away or

flee. Moveaway. Pack up your stuff, make some plans, and move.
".Quickly"- but not instantly or that very night. When a person
is moving, a week or so can be very quick indeed. "With care"
don't get sloppy; don't make assumptions. Move with care. Also,
knowing what he knew about the building, going down into the
laundry room alone was foolish, that is, he did not use care or
common sense. He needed to think about the ramifications and
consequences of his actions, and he should have withheld action
until he had a clear plan in mind.

To be fair to the God-form, this young man had a deep need to
continue to be the victim in whatever soap opera drama he was
currently. starri ng. The God-form could have said just about
anyth ing and the young man would have turned it into a
disaster.

li'lil
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Practice MaRes Perfect

~

Practice is essential. After all, the more you go through the
motions, the better you'll learn your lines and know where to
step, and the less likely you'll get stage fright when you stand in
front of an entire group and call in your favorite deity.

Having decided what God-form(s) you are going to work with
as well as the purpose of your invocation, the best place to start
working is in the bathroom- in the bathtub, to be precise. If you
don't have a tub, the shower will work, but be aware that you
will be using an awful lot of hot water that way. Clean the
hathroorn thoroughly, move all the old magazines out, bring in
some flowers, burn a little incense, and fill the tub with warm
water- but not so warm that it will put you to sleep.

Get a glass of sparkling water, preferably in a nonbreakable
I lip, since broken glass in the bathtub, at least while you are in it,
Illay likely result in a blood sacrifice. and blood sacrifices are
very bad ideas most of the time.

Now, do the Taking Out the Garbage Meditation (see page 27).
When you have finished. get into the tub, lie back, and relax.
Close your eyes and see the circle ofsacred space you are creating
nround yourself. It is often helpful to imagine yourself floating
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inside of an iridescent soap bubble. Use whatever words come
readily to you, or use the short casting and calling ritual that I
have included at the end of this chapter,

Call the directions (East. South, West, North, and Center) or
the clements (Water, Fire, Air, Earth, and Spirit) if you feci it is
necessary. Then pause. Allow that most efficacious and powerful
magickal tool. your imagin ation-your "pretender"-to take
over. Imagine that you can see a glowing hollow space inside
you, that you can feci the winds and waters, the fires and the
solidities of stone move through that place. This can be quite
humorous, but that's okay. The gods love a good laugh.

Now take a sip of the sparkling water. Let it rest on your
tongue. Really, really feci the bubbles.

Now state the name of the God-form you are invoking and
why. Say it out loud. Take another sip of the sparkling water and
again, really feel the bubbles. Repeat the name of the God-lorm
you are invoking and why. This time pretend that somewhere
deep in the earth below you, someone lifted her head and
listened. Pretend that somewhere deep in the middle of space,
high above you, someone lifted Their head and listened. Ask
Them to come to the place you have made for Them. (If you are
invoking only one God-form, please understand that you have
aroused the notice of that God-form, at once in the earth below
you and in the stars beyond you.) Take another sip of water and
feel the bubbles enter the hollow glowing space inside you.

Now make a real effort with your pretender and imagine that
as the bubbles enter your hollow space the power of the God
form(s) is starting to coalesce with in you. Imagine that the
bubbling, glowing energy is filling you up. Feel the change in

,. yourself. that slight sideways shift that moves you into trance,
and go with it. Be with the "pretended" invoked God-form.
Imagine Him or Her talking through you, using your mouth.
your eyes, your ears.

Now, out loud, talk. Say what ever comes into your mind. and
give yourself a grace period to get past "Boy, does this feel

dumb!" Believe in yourself enough to know that every new
thing feels a little foolish. a little clumsy at first.

When the water starts to cool. or when you start turning into
a prune, thank the god-form for coming to you. Pretend that the
light and energy is leaving. See a sparkling trail of energy
spiraling into the heavens and into the earth below. Release the
directions if you called them, and pull the energy of the sacred
space back into yourself. Get out. dry off. and write down
everything that happened or that you think might have
happened in your journal. Don't talk about it for a day or two .
Wait. Let it settle. I am willi ng to wager that while at first it
really does feel as though you are pretending. something wil l be
happening. And while it is happening, while you are in it-you
can't notice it happening. Later. when you are not in it, you may
find yourself saying. "Wow! That was different!" When you read
your journal you may find that what seemed to be silly gibberish
now makes a lot of sense.

Your imagination, your pretender. is one ofthe most powerful
and effective magickal tools that exists, whi ch is why it is
downgraded, ridiculed, and made to seem a childish toy by the
belief systems that want to keep you under their control. When
you come to realize its power, you will find that much of what
you imagine-what you "pretend"-is simply phenomena to
which others have made themselves blind, deaf, and insensitive.

Simple casting and calling ritual:

Out of that which formed me, I giveform.
Out of that which blessed me, I give blessings.
Out of that which releases me, I give freedom.
The circle is cast, the center holds. the sacred space is made.
For as I will it. so mote it be.
Winds that blow. Fires that burn.
Waters that flow. Stones that stand.
Guard and guide me. Be at hand.
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I always create my sacred space first and then call the
direct ions. elements, or guardians into it, but you may do it in
the other order if that is more comfortable for you.

Do th is three times. After the third time you should feel a
warmth underneath your breastbone. Now allow yourself to
"pretend" that Apollo has put part of Himself into the space
underneath your breastbone. Just be with that feeling for a
•
moment.

Now "pretend" that Apollo is talking to you. "Pretend" that.,,,,.
He is using your mouth. your lips, and your brain with its
knowledge of language to communicate with you. (I know that

Now you are ready to star t working with-invoking-a God
form. We're going the use the same meditation technique as in
"Opening the Rose." (You may find it helpful to have your inner
child poppet in the room with you the first time you do this- for
moral support now and for a focus of loving criticism later.)

Light a candle and feel yourself anchored to the floor. Take
three deep breaths. letting them out slowly. Now place your
hands over your hear t and take anot her three deep breaths. This
time. as you let the breaths out. vocalize the name of the god
form with whom you have chosen to work. At this point, it is
better to whisper than to shout. For the sake of this exercise. let's
say that you have chosen the god-form Apollo. With strong
intent. whisper. "Apollo." Inflect your voice so that the first
vocalization sounds like a question. the second sounds like an
affirmation. and the third sounds like joyful acceptance.

Th restate:

by this time you are feeling qu ite silly. But you are not silly. This
is the way that the process starts, by using that wonderful
magickal tool, your pretender.) Let Apollo talk. Listen with your
human ears to what He is saying. It would be helpful to write it
down later, in your magickal journal or in a letter to yourself.

After you feel that Apollo has talked enough, say goodbye to
Him. Feel the warmth ebb away. Now. according to your
preferences, you can blowout the candle or let it burn out.

Practice this "trial run" invoking for about a week. A good
moon phase is from quarter moon waxing to full. Keep notes,
and notice how you feel. Notice what the God-form says to you.
Even though you feel funny. it's important to listen, and by
listening I mean letting the God-form inside you say whatever it
wants to say. Sometimes it will talk nonsense, but then, as I have
said before, the Gods enjoy a good laugh. Notice if there are
patterns, ifthemes recur. This is where your journal or the letters
to yourself come in so handy: They will help you notice and
keep track of the messages coming from inside your head and
from the aspect of Divinity which has entered the space you
have made for it. After a while, and it is short while, you will
easily be able to pick which messages are from yourself and
which are from the Gods. In my own case, the Gods use poetry a
lot. A couple of Them speak a language I do not. but I am able to
understand it while in trance.

Most importantly. the Gods never speak in absolutes, and they
don't spend much time on the "poor me" issues. They ignore the
possibility of failure. They never put you down or call you a loser
OT a no-good waste of time. Of course, you will sometimes feel
Ihat the negative. pessimistic view (the one that comes out of
your own head) is the correct one. All I can do to reassure you is
share my own experience.

For some time now, I have been in a great deal of physical
pain, pain that has persisted for well over a year. My ability to do
Illywork. typing. sewing, painting. and even brushing my teeth

.'
and clear

First: Ask Apollo if He is willing to come.
Second: Accept His "yes" with a solid

acknowledgment.
Third: Greet Him with joy.
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has been badly impai red because of a motor veh icle accident.
And although I have had surgery and was (and am) doing
everything I can thi nk of to heal myself (including magick), the
pain and the impairment persist.

One gray rainy day I was feeling pretty down, wondering if
things would ever "go right" again. I was moani ng and whining
and throwing all sorts of negative energy around-and who
wouldn't, in a situation like that? But worse, I was doing a head
job on myself, telling myself I was act ing childishly and stupidly.
After all, why should I feel sorry for myself? Just consider how
bad the rest of the world has it. After all, I said to myself, I eat
dinner every night.

My Big Lady Goddess has a tendency to show up at times like
that, or, to be more precise, She picks me up by the scruff of my
neck and plops me down in some other dimension and gives me
a good talking to. In this case, I found myself sitting beside the
ocean with a big black Woman sitting next to me.

"Girl, what IS your problem?" Her voice was warm and full of
humor.

"I can't stand myself. All I do is whine and make excuses for
myself, but when I try not to, the pain gets almost unendurable."

"You think you shou ldn' t whine?"
,"No! I mean, yes! I shouldn't be feeling sorry lor myself."
"Why not? If you met someone else who had your problem,

would you feel sorry for them?"
"Well.. .. yes, of course I would."
"Don't you count as a 'someone'? Shouldn't you get the same

consideration you show others? Listen up, I got plans for you,
and I need you to start treating 'you' nice."

, And then She was gone, and I was alone with the ocean . And
in my head I heard th is meditat ion: "This is the day I have been
given. I will know joy and sorrow, pain and bliss. I will meet
with fools and knaves, I will be touched by evil and by virtue. I
shall pass through it, my eyes always on the Star. I shall not be
blinded by the Light nor the Darkness. I will look in the Shadows

and the Rainbows and there I will find answers. And Her hand
will hold me, Her eye will guide me."

When you feel comfortable with the "trial run" exercise, it is
helpful to gather together a few friends, people you can trust.
Explain to them that you are going to perform a trial ru n of a
full-blown invocation, and that you need their assistance and
tolerance.

Prepare your area, light your candles and incense, cast your
circle, and call on your guardians or directional watchers. Then
close your eyes.

Feel yourself anchored to the floor or ground, and then just
open yourself to the energy. Don't be rushed, th is process may
take a few minutes. I know those few mi nutes can feel like
hours, but in fact it takes a wh ile for your neura l net to accept
the new kind of energy that will be flowing through you. You
will notice your feet and hands becom ing war m. That warmth
will spread up your limbs and into your torso. Depend ing on the
specific God-form with whom you are working, you will find
various areas, organs, or systems glowing with heat.

Let me give you an example: if you are working with Kali,
you may find not only your hands but the area behi nd your eyes,
under your breastbone, and at the base of your spine becoming
very very war m; in fact, depend ing on the intent of your
invocation, the feeling may become unpleasant.

On the other hand, if you are working with Apollo, you may
find that your ears, shoulder blades, and hands fecI as though
they are full of tingling bubbles, sur rounded by a clear yellow
light.

Different God-forms manifest Themselves in various ways.
Some God-forms use light and color; some use physical or
kinetic sensations. Some use sound, while others may use taste
and smell. (I have found th is latter set of sensations to be most
pronounced in God-forms that often or always man ifest - when
evoked-c-as animals. More on that in the section on evocation.)
As you become comfortable with the process of invocation, you



Invocation

Process all this information carefully. Make decisions on what
you want to change and what you want to keep the same when
you do the ritual "for keeps." It important that you keep in mind
that up to this point you have been practicing. The motives
behind the impetus to accomplish the invocation have been
entirely your own. In the future that will not be the case.

I. Did they notice a difference in the energy level of the circle
when you performed the invocation?

2. Did they experience any change in your voice, body stance,
normal att itudes, or energy levels? In other words, was there
Someone besides you inside your physical body?

3. Did what you said seem to make sense? This must be
considered carefully. Given the intention and purpose of the
ritual, the vocalizations of the god-form can range anywhere
from cryptic to crude, with elegance and erudite understate
ment found somewhere in between.
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will find that most of the God-forms use many or all of our
physical senses to indicate their presence, and each experience
will be uniquely different from the others.

I know this sounds like a lot of hard work. It is. It can take
days, weeks-maybe months of commitment and practice. The
analogy I like to use is that you have learned how not to ride a
bicycle. Instead, you have learned how to fall off, run into things,
and get hurt. Now you are unlearning all of that learning and
retraining yourself to ride a bicycle. Once you have learned how
not to do something, it is very difficult to reawaken your
repressed or crippled abilities.

Again, I want to reassure you. I know that it may seem that
nothing is happening for you at first; that you are making up a
lot of nonsense; that you are imagining the sensations, lights,
smells, and tastes. This is where you must suspend disbelief. You
need not believe in anything I have written before, nor in
anything I will write from here on. But at thi s point you must
believe in one thing-yourself. For if you do not believe in
yourself, you will not have created a safe and beautiful space
into which the gods may enter and abide.

I remember reading somewhere, probably in a fantasy novel,
that "supposing," that is, to posit that something can and should
occur, is at the very heart of magick. If you cannot "suppose"
that your own power and magick will work then you will be
unable to accept that Divinity will actually enjoy manifesting

Itself within you.
Back to your trial-run invocation. Make sure that you ground

all that energy in something- a tree, a rock, a piece of special
jewelry. Thke a few moments and relax. Get something to eat.
Then ask for feedback. Ask for honest criticism from your fellow
group members, and listen to what they say. Ask them how they
fell when you performed the invocation. Do not settle for wishy
washy "OKs" or I don't knows. At this point you need specific
lufurmation. You need to know the following:
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3. A symbol of the god-form to Whom you wish to dedicate
yourself. This could be anything from a statue to a book or a
piece of abstract a rabesque. As long as you know Who it
represents, it will work.

4. Flowers, wine (or Irultjukc), and a piece of whole-grain
bread (leavened or unleavened).

Prepare for thi s ritual as you would for any other, by taking a
cleansing bath with the intention of cleaning not only your body
but also your emotional psyche. Clothe yourself appropriately, in
clean clothing set aside for this purpose. Or if you feel more
empowered by having no clothes, go sky-clad.

Do not put on any special or magickal jewelry that you might
normally wear. Have the jewelry or other ornamentation SCI to
one side of the God image or symbol.

Sweep the room with the intention of removing all negative
energy from the physical area.

Discuss the purpose of the ritual with the other members of
the group. Make sure that everyone und erstands what it is you
arc going to do. If anyone is uncomfortable with the intention, or
doubtful that you can do it, either ask them to leave during the
ritual or postpone it for the moment. Don't try to prove yourself
in the face of skepticism.

What follows is a sample ritual. Please feel free to usc it in its
entirety, or to adapt it freely. Obviously, you do not need to usc
this ritual at all. Do whatever is comfortable for you.

You will be taking all the roles in thi s ritual unless you arc
certa in that someone else can perform the different parts with
the same intention and fervency.

Walk the circle three times, each time in a clockwise
direction , start ing from the northern candle.

Pointing with your right forefinger, or whatever tool you
choose. walk the circle clockwise, saying: " I cast the circle in the
nam e of the god (the nam e of the god you arc invoking]."

You should now be back in the northern section of the circle.

11
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Now you are ready to perform an honest-to-God invocation. The
difference belween this for-real invocation and your trial runs is
that thi s invocation has a purpose ulterior to your own . You will
therefore get different ami stronger results. The other invocations
had the purpose of making you comfortable with the steps; the
Invocation you arc now going to do has another, stronger, more
maglckal purpose- of dedicatin g you rself as a priestess or priest
of a specific form of Divinity. It serves the purpose of Divinity.

Collect the following items:

l , Four candles in your choice of color. These will be used to
designate the four directions, or watchers. Place them in safe

, spots in each of the lou r di rections.
2. A way to mark your circle or sacred space on the floor. I

suggest using chalk or tape . In addition to the actual dcrnarca
lion of the space, make a line about one meter (one yard) long
runnl ng from cast \0 west in the center of the space. This is
w lu-n: you will actua lly be doing the invocation.
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Again, walk the circle in a clockwise direc tion, saying: "1 cast
the circle with the power of the Sacred Earth."

Walk the circle once more, saying: "I cast the circleby my own

power."
Now step into the center of the space-but do not step over

the marked line. Be careful to stay on one side of it at all times
until directed to do otherwise. Raising your hands, palm
upwards to shoulder level, say: "The circle is cast. The space
between the worlds is made. Let all who stand here do so with a
high heart and strong spirit. Let all that is not to our purpose,

depart!"
Emphasize the word "depart" and bring your hands together,

clapping loudly. as though ordering an unwanted guest to leave.
Now you, or someone you trust, may call the Watchers, the

Directional Guardians, or the other God-forms with Whom you
arc comfortable working. Light the four directional candles as
you do this. (Since this part of the ritual is actually evocation, I
will not discuss it specifically until the second section of the
book, but I suggest you do something simple and familiar. Now
is not the time to introduce new and exotic elements to the

ritual.)
You are still in the center of the circle, standing on one side of

the line-it really doesn't matter if you stand on the south and
face north, or vice versa. I find it more effective for my people to
do the former rather than the latter, but that is an idiosyncrasy of
my tradition.

The next thing you are going to create in this space is a cone of
power. You will make it and then step into it. Read the following
directions carefully and follow them closely. Failure to do so can

, lead to a nasty headache later.
Keeping both feet behind the line, bend down and touch the

line that is in the center of the space. Focus your total attention
on the middle of the circle. "See" the power starting to puddle
where the line is placed. Place your hands parallel to the puddle

of energy. "Feel" its heat. "Hook" your fingertips into the energy
pool that is forming. (If you are able to shaman ic left-shift, you
will see the green-blue glow of the primal energy pool.) Raise
your torso slowly. keeping your fingers connected into the pool
of energy and "drag" shimmering threads of energy up from the
pool as you rise.

Remember, you are not wrapping the energy around your
form at this moment. You are creating a free standing energy
cone in front of you, extending over the line toward you and
beyond the line for about a meter.

Bringing your hands up to chest level, cross your ar ms so that
the energy lines crisscross the space in from of your chest.
Continue to raise your arms up unt il they are extended high
above your head. "Tie" the lines of energy there, allowing them
to hang in space, as it were.

Now, from the floor to the apex of the energy knot hanging in
space, there is a cone of power before you into which you will
step. Takea deep breath and just "be" with the flow of energy for
a few moments. (Count heartbeats, it's the easiest way to
measure time in a magickal circle-twenty-five heartbeats is
long enough to become accustomed to the energy flow.)

Relax. Don't let your knees lock or your fists clench. Put your
left foot over the line in the midd le of the space and chant the
fol lowing spell: (What follows is a very powerful space-shifting
I hyme. I give it to you with humil ity and a warning: Do not use
IIIis lightly. Learn it by heart. Don't flub your lines!)

By prick of Finger
And lIch of Thumb,
I ken the Hag
Does this way come.
Now, stand I
Both Out and In.
As bridges meet
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Being in an intense light, a golden pink iridescent light that
fills her, and swirling an d dancing in an d with that light

Finding himself in a garden, a place out of a fairy tale, being
greeted by a shimmering person-like light form

Now, step over the line.
At th is point, if you have done your meditations, if you arc

fully aware of the god-form to whom you intend to dedicate
yourself; something will happen. If you arc ready, and by that I
mean that you have prepared yourself to a point of sufficiency,
you will experience a space-time shift. Part of you, the
"watcher" part, will still be caught in the room where your body
stan ds, but the rest of you-the real you-will go somewhere.
Where? That is entirely up to the Aspect of Divinity that has
chosen you. For wh ile you may intend to dedicate yourself to,
say, Isis, in truth, it is you who will be chosen. And it might be by
Klotho or Coatlique or Rainbow Serpent, but by the time you
step over that line, you will be ready for Whomever it is that
chooses you.

I tend to go into the depths of space, finding myself perched
on the edge of galaxies, watching stars being born and die. It is
incredible and wonderful, but probably not at all what you will
experience. Here are some experiences that have been reported
by people I have trained:

Experiencing a place where a planet was just form ing, or a
star was becomi ng a nova

Drift ing in a soft warm blackness
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The list continues, each experience different, yet each is in one
way the same: regardless of where you find yourself; there is an
overwhelming sense of welcome and absolute love. Never forget,
Divinit y wants you there.

Invocation

Where worlds spin.
Then opens out
My smiling face
'Ibgreet the Hag
With song and grace.
For She will wear Me
Like a glove
An' She'll know Form
An' I'll know Love.
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space. I was elated and yet slightly frightened by the clear images
which I had obtained with what seemed mini mal effort. It was
almost as though the way was being paved for me. I shrugged off
the feelings, turned on the tape , and proceeded to summon
(imagine) a door I use to enter my "other world" space.

However, the door tha t appeared was not the round-topped
wooden door with brass hardware that normally appears. It was.
instead, a dolmen, just one, no circle of standing stones. It was
standing in the center of my field of vision. solitary and stark,
arching up into a starr y sky. On the "thi s world" side of the
dolmen everything was dark and unreal as usual, but past the
dolmen I could see, in very bright moonlight , a hill wilh low
grasses blowing in a gentle breeze, several scru bby bushes near
the top, and the flicker of a small fire.

As I allowed myself to "left shift" into the shamanic space, I
felt myself going past the dolmen and found myself naked.
Again, thi s was not unusual, but what was unusual was that I
did not find myself taking my customar y form, which is that of a
large python. I continued as a human.

The wind was cool but not un pleasant. I walked up the hill,
the stiff grasses pinch ing and poking at my feet and ankles.
Since I hate being barefoot I was not too happy about thi s;
furthermore, I could not clearly see where I was stepping. It was
very real, and when I turned around, I could see, far off in the
distance behind me, the room I had left and my physical body
silt ing in the chair where I had left it. Stretching between me
and the body was the usual thin silvery thread. Since everything
was normal, I turned back and began to climb the hill ,
disregarding my bare feet.

As I drew closer to the fire burning in a pit at the crest of the
hill, the grass became softer and the light clearer. Ju st below the
crest of the hill (it was like a foothill of a mountain range) there
were several old twisted trees, bushes, and a fire. The fire was
very small, the size one might use to slow-cook something. Then
I noticed that there were three women seated on stones, or logs,

12
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For more than eleven years I have been dealing with the
symboli sm of portals: caves, gates, doors, curtains, anything that
marks a change of location through a specific point of en try or
exit. One October, right before Sarnhain, I was looking for
something or Someone who seemed to be calling me. It seemed
clear that this Someone or something wanted to be included in
the Samhain ritual.
. '!l was very late, or perhaps even early morning. I was working

with a candle meditat ion and was able to get to a "space" that I
had first encountered perhaps five years ea rlier. I was using a
tape that a friend had given me, from a Pagan musical group
which included some astral music that I found very conducive to
med itation. I had a good steady flam e on the candle and had
been able to get the house quiet, w ith cats, ch ildren, and
Jiusband all qu ietly tucked in bed.

I began my ritual with a version of my personal casting and
evocat ive calling. While I have never had any trouble raising the
Directional Watchers. th is night Their Aspects seemed even more
clearly focused than ever before. They sh immered and danced in
the energy halo located in the center of the summoning sacred
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or something, around ' the fire. And I knew that they were
waiting for me. I wasn't frightened, just very curious as to why
They had called me.

The Woman to my right was youngish with straight brown
braids, very fresh in a countryish sort of way, with clear gray
eyes and a dimple in her chin. She wore a light blue smocklike
dress and was making a head wreath of flowers, although it was
obviously late autumn.

The Woman to my left was also young but about nine months
pregnant, dressed in a ruby-colored caftan that had flowers,
fruit, and grasses embroidered around the hems. Her wheat
colored braids were looped up around her head and She was
holding a fat contented tabby cat and had a dove perched on her
shoulder.

The Woman in the center looked somewhere between sixty
five and a hundred, with a fine beautiful face, her silver hair
piled up on her head. She was wrapped in a deep purple cape
and was holding a long rod of silver with a shiny disk, or perhaps
it was an orb, on top. When I tried to look at it too closely, I
started to fall. •

It was the Elder Aspect who spoke. She smiled and welcomed
me, hoping that my journey had been pleasant. as though I had
come a long way. She told me to sit down and warm myself, and
the young one draped a gray shawllike object around me.

I not iced I was sh ivering, and the shawl was warm and soft. I
recognized that I wanted to go to sleep immediately, so I
concentrated very hard on the Crone's face. Her voice was
smooth and friendly but low, and I had to listen very carefully.
She called me daughter and said that She and Her Sisters were

, pleased with the progress that I had made and felt that I needed
to move further on my path.

Then I got scared. She laughed and said I wasn't to worry
about death, disasters, and losses at the moment, but that She
meant I needed to explore new terr itories, go places I hadn't
been before, and face new challenges. Somewhere inside I heard

laughter, a kind of self mockery, but then I did feel a little like the
crew of the Starship Enterprise.

She told me to relax into the shawl. which t now recognized
as sleep, and to concentr ate my sight on the orb on Her staff. She
started to spin the staff, and as I looked into the disk I saw a
hooded face bowed over, as though looking at the ground. Slowly
the head raised itself until I was looking into the visage of a
skull. I started to fall into the skull, and as I fell, its mouth
opened and I was plummeting down into a hole of darkness, icy
cold and terrifying.

Suddenly it seemed as though there was a huge mass of
molten iron below me and I was falling toward it at a terrific
speed. Often when we arc in trance, the monsters and fears of
our h idden abuse issues are brought out to confront us. I dread
the sensation of falling (most people do-it is a natural star tle
reflex in infants), but I dread the thought of being burned even
more.

The worst th ing a shamanic traveler can do is clutch, or resist,
even though it is the most natural and reflexive thing. I knew
that if I tried to stop falling I would break apart on impact and be
seared to a crisp,' at least psychically. Where I got the strength
from, I don't know, but I relaxed myself and gave in to the fall.

As I passed through the molten lava and fire, a piece of my
skin caught and I was twirled around as all my flesh was torn
from me. I remember screaming- but then I was no longer
falling, I was floating.

From this point on, when I use the terms "seeing," "hearing,"
or others it is because I have no other terms for what I
experienced. I could use "perceive," "understand, " or "compre
hend," but they arc also related to the physical interaction of the
objective and subjective. It m ight be clearer to say I "was" the
observation, but that gets confusing. Just remember that I had
no body with which to see or mind with which to know.

I soon found myself floating upward into a vast space of stars,
except the stars were galaxies and the galaxies were universes. I
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moved rapidly throu gh these spiraling, exploding masses of
gasses, lights, and solid bits of matter. I saw things I can't begin
to comprehend. One group of galaxies seemed to swallow itself
and suddenly appeared behind me. Some were coming toward
me, some were moving away. Some were stationary, some were
"alive," while others were most certainly "dead."

As I moved through these astral phenomena, the density of
the matter and energy became greater and greater. Soon I was in
a densely packed universe of stars and planets, being pulled
toward a shadow or absence of "thingness" at its center. I was
already moving rapidly, yet I seemed to accelerate, and as I did so
I began to feel iricredibly small. Then I plunged into the center of
the "nothingness." Suddenly I became aware of a humanlike
manifestation which was outside of me and yet was within. It
was the hooded figure-this time the entire body. As it turned
its front toward me, I seemed to regain some of my physicalness.
The awareness that It had for me was all-perva sive. Everything
and everyone that I had ever been or would ever be was manifest
in the awareness.

It raised Its head and I was confronted once again with the
skull. As the skull regarded me, It slowly took on flesh and
became the face of every woman and man that has ever existed
and will ever exist. I can't explain how that could be, but It was
the embodiment of everything human. self-referencing, or
sapient, and very much more. It manifested itself most fully in a
feminine mode because It understood, better than I ever could,
why that was the most acceptable and understandable form for
my present level of understanding.

Suddenly I was able to understand that thi s was the fourth
Aspect of the Goddess, That Which lies beyond death and before
birth. She was dressed in a shimmering black gown that was
' I,,'wn with tiny stars and suns and moons, and when I looked
'I u u-m I saw that they were stars and moons and suns, and
,",'"y lither things.

,I", expressed Herself as an ivory-skinned woman with long

blue-black hair and deep-blue eyes that again held the multitude
of universes. She had deep full lips and clear fine coloring on
high cheekbones. Her hands were slim and fine and looked
incredibly capable. But the most astounding thing was the
complete and unmistakable sensation of good humor that
emanated from her entire vicinity. All the tolerance and
compassion and level-headed judgment was there too, but the
remarkable sensation of the eternal and immutable ideal of fun
was like a strong perfume that completely enveloped and
pervaded me.

This manifestation of Ohrn/Na-Ohm was having an omnipo
tently good time, and not at my expense. There was nothing
malicious or derogatory about her humor. She was in turn
laughing at and with Herself and all of Creation. She took me
into her awareness, almost as you or I would take a dearly loved
one into our arms. As She embraced me, I was able to behold all
of the people I had ever been, doing all of the things noble and
vile, evil or kind, commonplace and notorious, and good and
wicked committed by this entity of which I am the self
recognition. There was no judgment, no pride for good and noble
actions, no shame or repugnance for the evil and foul, just a deep
love and abiding respect for the entire integrity of the organism.

As far as I am 'able to understand or comprehend, that respect
allows the self- referencing entity to foul up completely and muck
around and make perfectly awful moral blunders-and suffer
the physical and karmic consequences-without ever affecting
the quality and quantity of the Divine Love. In that place of
apprehension and love there was justice and mercy and a
complete recognit ion of the uniqueness of each action without
interference, approval. or disapproval. There was no puni shment
and no reward, only the unmovable love.

Then, behind the experience of the love came the realization
of ultimate rcsponsiblllry, I/ItlWe had created these universes,
and their maintenance depended on the continuity of my/Its/Our
continued process of creation. We had spoken the Word, and
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now it was incumbent upon us to continue to speak it. to the last
syllable of utterance. It became apparent that billions and
billions of sapient crea tures to the billionth power and beyond.
each with their hopes. dreams, and rea lities, were dependent on
the continuous focus of the Intent of Creation. It seemed to me
that She was aware of the identity of everyone of those
uncountable billions 10 the billionth power individual s and that
each one mattered as much as the totality of all. In some way I
understood that if ShclltIWe removed Our attention for even a
nanosecond the entire cosmos would wink out of existence, and
though th at was of ultimate importance, the extinction of even
one of those entities' e terna l existence was of an equal
importance.

Somehow the single was as paramount as the all, the one was
the all, and the all was the one. And somehow the one and the
all were Her/ltIWE/Me. The weight of the responsibility became
intense. I felt as though I were being squeezed of every thought,
emot ion, and reaction I had ever had or cou ld conceive of
having. I could feel myself sagging and tearing apart under the
strain. I didn't want the power a nd ) didn't want its respon
sibiliti es and consequences. The feeling became one of intense
torture, of being eaten alive from the inside out. Then She
"laughed" ; her good humor manifested itself aga in and I cou ld
recogni ze that th e maintenance of those untold bill ions of
universes was a happy and fulfilling exercise in joy and love.

She starte d to dance in slow lazy spira ls, and as She moved
new universes spun olf from the hem and sleeves of her trailing
gown. Slowly She let go of me and th en I was sinking down,
slowly at first, through unthinkable millions of cons, and then
faster, through all my superstitions and fears, reassembling my
physical body, recoai ing myself with al l the layers of karma, both
positive and negative, which have enabled me to learn and grow,
IlIlIill was suddenly silt ing alone and naked on the moonlit hill
III front of a smoldering fire. I sat there for a while and then
IlIlId III' and walked down the hill. I d id not look back, nor did I

bother to douse the fire. I walked toward the dolmen and past it.
and then I was in my room again. the tape was done, the ca ndle
was just burning out, and my entire body was cramped and
tingly from having been still for so long.

I felt ex hausted and yet exhilarated . I qu ickly released the
watch towers, quit the circle, and typed the experience into my
Book of Shadows.

That experience opened many new doors for me . Something
Iundamenral inside me changed. and yet. even today, eleven
years later. I could not tell you exactly what. All I know is that
when I want to go there I left-shift. walk up the hill . and She is
waiting.
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Two Actual Evocations

~

Dark of the Moon, May 1993

The darkness set tles warmly around the assembled people,
comforting us and holding us. Soon it wi ll reveal its truths. Soon
it w ill be the stage onto whic h a primal and powerful
man ifestation of Divinity will be evoked,

There are about twenty-five of us, packed closely. knee to knee
and elbow to elbow, in a small cabin tucked away in a small
valley in the Catskill Mountains of New York. Outside, the early
spring night is cold and sha rp. The breath of the chill wind blows
in th rough the cracks and crev ices of the rudely made house.

The leader of this intense evocative ritual has told us to keep
our eyes open, but I find il hard to do. I want to close my eyes
and flow with the power that is being generated by this group of
very magickal people. I force myself to stay with the group.

Listening carefully to the leader's words, I am carried into a
place of wind and sound. His voice is clear and gentle, almost
hypnotic and yet not intent ionally so. He is a gifted, ta lented
leader and knows where he will take us. At some deep level of
his soul, he knows who is corning to meet us,

A shimmering light seems to fill the center of the room,
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Darla of the Moon, May 1997

The young man sitt ing to my right cries out. His hand, which
had been relaxed. jerks upwards, carrying mine with it. He falls
backwards. pulling the rest of us down with him. As I struggle to

Behind me I can feel the other members of the group startle,
some are even alarmed. I hear the rustling of their robes and
blankets as they unconsciously try to back away from the
manifestation of light in the center the circle. This is no ordinary
light. Indeed, there is no light in this room. All sources of outside
light have been eliminated. No, this light and its source comes
from Other.

The light swirls, growing in intensity. Now there seems to be a
sound emanating from it, a soft, soothing, crooning sound. I'm
drawn toward the light and sound. I seem to be falling into it.
Now the light has a face. It is a face I have always known. Behind
me, I hear a man gasp; he sees the face also. The leader soothes
the man. A wave of clear dark violet energy flows through the
group as, one after another, each member sees the face, feels its
power.

This evocation of the ancient Goddess of Justice has just
begun. During this evocation we will call to Her in Her three
aspects of Choice, Responsibility. and Judgment. Using words
that we have never before heard and sounds that we have never
made, Heka and her son Iacchos will , join us, teach us, and
empower us.

This ritual was both powerful and successful. primarily
.because the leader knew what he was doing. He was well
prepared, and he had taken every precaution to ensure that no
one, including himself, got fried or iced. Although it would
violate my agreement of confidentiality to discuss the purpose of
the ritual. I can say that it made a profound impact on everyone
there.

Not every ritual is so successful.
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right myself, I can feel the thick, tearing energy of what he has
called. This is not what we intended. But his nightmares, his
own personal terror, have overtaken us. In a case like this I know
what do. The ritual ends, then and there.

Later, shaken and aching, as I recover from a particularly
nasty "ice," I ask him what happened. But he doesn't know; he
had thought he was prepared, but as we talk he remembers: He
had watched some old movies the night before; one of them had
been Rosemary's Baby.

It was a good thing I couldn't move or I probably would have
kicked him. He knew better than to put those kinds of images
into his mind, especially right before an evocation. Now we all
had to deal with the psychic residue of his perceptions of
Hollywood's portrayal of the Christian Evil God. It took us all a
good month to recover from his foolishness.

Movies such as Rosemary's Baby are what most people think of
when they think of evocation-a monster manifesting itself in
the middle of a pentagram marked out in blood in some
basement, and the monstrous emanation of evil proves to be the
undoing of the evoker until saved by some cleric. This is what
many people envision, and they are wrong.

Any monsters that might manifest during an evocation are
given shape and power only through the fear and misguided
beliefs of the evokers. The monsters, demons. and malefic deities
do not arise not from any other reality or plane of being. but are
formed from unacknowledged fears and repressed incidents of
pain. terror, and abuse. Divinity does not manifest as a monster,
especially not as an evil God-form. Yet, unfortunately, the myth
of the powerful evoked demon. summoned by the misguided
practitioner of magick. lives on, fueled by ridiculous books and
poorly written movies.

Joe, the young man who was leading the ritual. learned a hard
lesson. Sometimes people have to learn the hard way. As much
as we would all wish to be perfect from the beginning. it is
necessary to make mistakes and deal with the consequences.
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You can't learn to walk until you know how to pick yourself up
from a fall.

Much of the pain that resulted from thi s ritua l could have
been avoided if Joe had paid closer aucntion to the three years of
training he had undergone, In this kind of case. humility means
paying attent ion to details and learning from other people's
mistakes. But humility comes with experience.

Some months later. after several healing rituals and other
workings by the group. I felt that Joe was once again ready to
lead an evocation ritual. This time we all made sure that he
watched no late-night B movies, I thi nk he received a half dozen
calls the night before the ritua l, everyone making sure that his
television was turned off.

That time, we had a different goal from the one when he had
first attempted to lead the group. By consensus. we had decided
to evoke a protective and healing Aspect of Divinity to aid us in
our efforts to safeguard a th reatened wetland. In detail. we had
discussed who we wanted and what we would do with the
energy. Joe stood in the center of the circle ami began the cha nt:
"Mother of Mysteries. That Wh ich Abides: ., "

As his fine tenor voice filled the room. we all held in our
minds the image of Selena. the Moon Mother,

"In-dwelling Power of Creation . . .Silver Arrow of Guardian
ship. :., " The image shifted from Selena to Artem is, Protectress
of the wild things.

"Hold us and heal us. Provide and Protect. .. Give us power
that we may walk in Your ways .i," A sparkling green energy
seemed to swirl around him. and the scent of pine needles filled
the room. The power. an d energy. flowed ou t of the shimmering
Iipht into each one of us.

One by one. we placed our request into the circle. as one
would place a flower to float on the sur face of a clear pond .
These were the images that we had all previously agreed upon
using. Each one of us waited to be led onto the next step by Joe.
No one rushed ahead; no one lagged behind.

The powerful poetry of the chant continued: "<.. a place of
growth and regenerat ion. a place of free nature . i . " Joe's voice
led us onto the images of the wetland s. each member again in
tune with all the others. each member form ing and holding the
same image, the same symbols. in our minds.

At some point it seemed that we stopped being separate
individuals. that we looked upon the vision of the protected
wetland with a group identity. with a powerful and cohesive
evoked Aspect of Divin ity holding us together. Later, each
reported that we had felt a sense of acceptance and approval.
This time there was no ugly energy, no' threat of celluloid
demons, just a compelling evocation of a powerful Aspect of
Divinity.

A week later. the Environmental Protcctlon Agency found
that the wetland s in question were vital to the water table of the
area and they were placed under protection.
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While invocation is the calling into oneself an aspect or aspects
of Divinity, evocat ion docs something closely related and yet
quite different. It creates a powerful space into wh ich Divinity
manifests in whatever form Divinity finds appropriate. The
manifestation is outside of the ind ividuals. The part icipant s in
the evocation almost always agree on what God-form man
ifested Itself, and their experiences of what happened at each
point in the ritual have many features in common.

Many people think that invocation must be the more difficult
art to practice. The calling of an Aspect of Divinity into oneself
(or the purposes of direct apprehension and communication
seems as though it would be much more difficult than calling it
into a sacred space. But I have found that that is not the case. In
fact. after years of practicing both invocation and evocation, I
can honestly say that evocation is much more difficult to master.
for several reasons.

Invocation is primarily a solitar y act, and whi le it is a very
powerful experience it remains one that is very adaptab le to the
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human needs of the ritual and to the person of the invoker. Once
you have practiced the ritual and performed the necessary
meditations and cleansing operations, invocation becomes easy
and pleasurable. You do it naturally. You are the only person with
whom you must agree. Your images do not need to correspond
to anyone else's. The messages are usually for you and about you,
and need no translation or explanation to other people. Even
when the invocation has been performed within a group
context, the messages usually have been for the other members
of the circle, and the subjective experience of the group is all the
validation that is necessary.

This is not the case with evocation. Evocation is almost always
a group practice. That means that the group must, as a group,
reach a consensus on the following:

I. Who or what is being called
2. The form that the invited aspect might take
3. What symbols or images will be used, from the general

layout down to the smallest details
4. Why the evocation is being performed

I have found that sometimes just coming to that consensus
takes up most of the time set aside for the ritual. so the ritual
itself which was meant to last several hours, is crammed into
the last half hour.

Of course, this will vary from group to group. If your group
has worked together often over a long period of time, say five or
ten years, this agreement will come naturally. If, on the other
hand, you are in the situation of most modern Pagans and find
that your group seems to be forming itself anew every six,
months or so, you may experience difficulty coming to a
working consensus. It takes time and commitment, and that is
one of the reasons effective evocation is difficu lt. Successful
evocation needs to be choreographed, much like an int ricate
dance.
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Yet evocation is certa inly worth the effort. As the members of
your group become comfortable with one another and develop
ways of learning to trust, anlicipate each others' needs, and
respect the intellectual. art istic, and emotional quirks of the
fellow members, the practice of evocation will become smooth
and intensely powerful.

Evocation leaves the method and the form of manifestation up
to the energy of the God-form. The God-form will choose the
form, shape, manner, and timing. It does not always seem to fit
closely with the ritual purpose or the needs of the person or
persons doing the evocation. Th is disconnection Occurs because
the participant s have not considered the underlying purposes
and rationale for the ritual deeply enough. In order successfully
to evoke a God-form, or multiple God-forms, into a sacred space,
the followlng issues need to be thoroughly examined and
decided upon :

I. What is the purpose of the ritual? Define this in detail and
be very clear as to the purpose. Do not mix purposes in rituals.
Chose a God·form who is naturally aligned with that purpose.
Don't choose a God-form of healing if the purpose of the ritual is
financial success.

2. If the God-form is an aspect of nature, which aspect? If you
need a spring shower, do not summon a summer hurricane. If
you need movement, a light breeze may be more efficacious than
a landslide or an earthquake.

3. Are you going to use a myth system? If so, which one? It is
not a good idea to mix myth systems. If you usually work with
the Greek system, don't add Egyptian or Celtic aspects. (An
exception to this rule is if you are going to use multiple forms of
one aspect.)

4. What did the Aspect of the Divinity you Intend to evoke
really mean in the context of that myth system? What does that
Aspect mean to you, here and now? Is the Aspect appropriate?
Ttl answer this question, you will need the kind of knOWledge of



your God-forms and their myth systems that I stressed in
connection with invocation. You may want to reread pages 50
th rough 52.

Let's look at an example of a ritual intended to bring love into
the lives of a group of people. (This premise is already fraught
wilh peril-love is a dangerous thing to evoke, but people do it
all the tlmc.) The group has decided to evoke four forms of the
Goddess of Love. They have decided that it will be most effective
to usc Aphrodite, Frigg, Aine, and Ouctzalpctalotl, Four God
desses and four belief systems: Greek, Norse, Erse, and Zapotcc,

The members of the group read their Bullfinch's Mythology and
Myths of the World, they light their candles and incense, and they
evoke! And they get good crops, a lot of unlocked -for passion for
their families, their countryside, and their cows (even if they
have none), a strong hankering to form social commitments, and
some brief burning ecstasy-but no love. Why not? Well. our
notion of romantic love didn't exist in thoseJour cultures. They
got what they asked for; they just didn 't know how to phra se the
request.
, 1b give another example, don't call on Hermes if you need
someone to tell the truth. You'd do better with a Chthonic
Goddess of Justice, who will probably want you to sign in blood
that you won't lie when it comes your turn.

I a m being deliberately facetious here, but I can't stress
strongly enough that it is vital to know the God-form or Aspect of
Divin ity that you intend to evoke before you do an evocation.
Don't trust for one mom ent the common books on mythology
available at most bookstores or your neighborhood library. The
myths you arc likely to find in those books have most likely been
bowdlerized, mistreated, mistranslated, and mutilated to con
form to the prevalent belief systems of our culture.

A good place to look for mythological information is in
un iversity libraries and on the Web. If you can, go to original
sources and get the best and most up-to-date translations
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available. Study not only the myths but the history. cu lture.
geograph y. and other literature on the culture. 1I is not possible
to understand a God-form unless you have some working
knowledge of lis cultural and social context.

As I said, evocation demands a lot of work and commitment,
but it is well worth the effort, and there arc relat ively simple
ways to case yourself into the process. The following chapters
will gu ide you through preparing for and perform ing evocative
rituals. Please read them carefully before you attempt a for-real
evocation.
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Evocation of the Four Elements

~

This chapter contains four meditations to help you familiarize
yourself with the four ancient elements, since many rituals begin
with evocative warding or guardin g of the sacred space with the
Directional Watchers, or Elementals. As I mentioned previously.
while the main cause of rituals going awry is other people, the
next most common cause is the inappropriate evocation of the
Directions (althou gh misguided television and movie watching
is a close third). Since most Wiccan and many Pagan rituals
begin and end with these evocations, it is important to know
what the directions mean and what they portend. Don't evoke
the Directional Watchers casually!

The formation of group consciousness and group images takes
time. In order to be effective, your group must not only do the
evocations together but also the meditations, so that everyone
pas the same visualizations and concepts.

The following meditations are not meant to be read through
swiftly as though they were some type of essay or schoolroom
reading assignment. Read them carefully. Read them into a tape
recorder if you have one available, or have one member of the
group read them aloud. The reader should read slowly. pacing the
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group and giving the different areas of the meditations time to
develop, with emphasis on feelings. It is important that people
move through these meditations at their own pace and that they
feel and come to understand the different attributes and
relationships of the elements.

These meditations should take forty-five minutes to an hour
and a half to complete. Ifyou find yourselfdone in much less time
than that, then you have probably gone too fast to get their full
benefit. Again, I stress: Don 't evokethe Directional Watchers casually!

In my tradition, water is in the East. Our reasoning is this: life
begins in a watery state. The day usually begins with dew; the
year begins with spring, wh ich is a wet time, and, for us, the
Mother of Waters, the Atlantic Ocean, is directly east of our
homes. Therefore we start with the element of water.

In these meditations, I refer to the person doing the meditation
as the aspirant, one who aspires to become one with the
element, and through tha t conjoining to understand the power
of the Direction and the Watcher.

There are altars in these meditations, for I find that such a
focus is often very helpful and serves as a way to demarcate the
space and time from ordinary relaxa tion and dream time.

Med itation of Water

In this meditation the aspirant becomes one with the element of
Water in order to know it in all of its phases and its emotions.
The area in which the person or persons is working should be
cool but not uncomfortably so.

For your own comfort, don't do these meditations in robes or
vestments. If possible, you should wear flowing loose clothing so
that movement is not impeded. Have enough pillows and
bolsters so you can lie propped on the floor comfortably.

The altar is set with the two sacred candles lit, a symbol of
Water between them, and before the altar a large bowl of clear
water.
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Stand in front of the altar and take a series of three deep
breaths. hold each for a count of thre e, and release each one with
a series of three blows. A feeling of moist coolness shou ld flow
th rough your limbs. Repeat the breathing exercise nine times, in

three groups.
In the first group of breaths see the color of the air entering

your body as a silver misty blue and the air leaving as a rust
orange. In the second group of breaths the color of the incoming
breath is a clear pond blue and the outgoing breath is a muddy
brown. In the last group the inhaled breath is a deep-sea-green
blue and the exhaled is a tarry black.

Take the basin or bowl of water and place it on the floor or
ground in front of you. Put your hand s into the basin, holding
your hands in the water, and concentrate on the physical feeling
of the water. Then evoke the powers of Water with the following
words. (Don't worry that they seem uncomfortable or stra nge.
These elcmcntals know when they are being called upon with
respect. It is okay to read this aloud the first several times you do
this meditation) :

Ladies and Spirits of Water, and You,
Most Ancient and Beloved Ybbgillia,
'1call upon You to come to me and immerse me in the depths

of Your wisdom and power.
'teach me to know you with all the strength of my heart and

spirit.
Let me drink deeply ofyour knowledge.
Eldest Mother, Tiamat, from whom the world was made, Show

me your depths and teach me your laws.
Lovely Cynthia. Moon Maiden, You who pulls upon the tides

and the seasons,
1ask that You keep me in safety while 1 abide within Your

watery realms. that I do not drown in waters too deep or
rough.

Lady Elaine, discover to me the strengths and thefailings of
the Lake. that I may learn to navigate its waves and master
its mysteries.

For it is 1. [your nam e], your son/daughter and brother/sister
who claims as his/her inheritance this wisdom and
knowledge.

Now lie on your back, knees and head propped so your back
does not become uncomfortable and you can gaze into the basin.
Check your abdomen and chest carefully to see if there is any
residue of tension; if there is, repeat the breathing exercises.

See yourself floati ng in a clear blue pool of light. As you float
you slowly become aware thai the pool of light is hcginning to
flow and ripple around you, and you are being rocked back and
forth, gently at first, but after a while more vigorously.

Let the waters of the pool wash over you and the ClI rrent draw
you down into the depths. Relaxl Breathe normally. After a ll,
you are in the element of love and protection and nothing will
hurt you here.

Now imagine that the pool is connected to the ocean , and the
current has pulled you out to the sea. Flow with it. rock on the
waves.

Soon you are tossed onto the sur face of thi s great sea. You look
around, but there is no land in sight. The waves are turn ing into
large breakers and you feel the ex hilaration of the pounding sur f
within you r body. The surf is poun ding in the rhythm of your
heartbeat. You can hear the surf crashing on a distant shore.
Slowly. the tide car ries you toward that shore.

A bank of dark clouds rolls in and the water of the hcavcnsjoins
the water of the sea. You are washed closcr ro land, and as you near
the beach the wind scoops you up and you are carr ied upward,
into the roiling cloud s. You are borne inland , high in the air over a
vast range of craggy mountains. where you feel your body
becomi ng sharp int ricate ice crys tals an d falling silently down to
the slopes of the mounta ins. Really feel the cold and solidness of
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that form of water. Be the winter storm that rushes up into the
mountains, filling the valleys with silent snow.

The wind carries you up and over the mountains, and now, on
the other side, as you drop down closer to the earth, you become
rain. Below, you notice a vast fire, the trees nothing but smoking
sticks, the earth black and hot behind the roaring flames. You
feel the appeal of the scorched earth. You feel the release of
yourself, the relaxation of all tension as you dissolve into the
cooling life-bringing rain. As you wash the earth clean, you
carry the debris and nutrients released by the fire into a channel
where you become a steady creek, a rapid brook, and then,
surging with more and more of your power, a mighty river as
you rush down through the floodplain.

You now become a raging ugly flood. You break over the
banks, drowning all that lies before you, depositing the rich
burden of river silt across the land.

You smash and rage, uprooting trees and tearing down cities
and farms. Then you become the hopeless rage and anger of the
people on the high places who stare down at you in bitter
reproach. You are the black unrelenting- hatred of the mother
whose child has died and you feel the sickness of the mob as it
hangs the man whose carelessness allowed the dam to break.
Then you become peaceful again, flowing back into your
channels and smoothly out to the sea.

Now, lie quietly and imagine yourself as a vast field of silent
snow. You feel the incredible potential of the earth below you.
Feeling the heat of the sun, you begin to melt. soaking into the
dry earth and flowing away into the rivers and streams. As you
sink into the earth, you awaken all the forces of life: the seeds,
roots, insects, and worms . You roust the fish and frogs from their

, winter lethargy and call to the animals in their holes. You feel
the swelling of the buds on the trees as the sap rises in elation at
the spring.

You become not only Water, but joy and love. You throb in the
loins of the lovers lying in the sweet grass under the full moon of

Beltaine, You stir the hearts of the people with compassion at the
sight of the newborn, and you are now the laughter in the hearts
of children.

Allow that laughter to become the bubbling of a clear spring of
water, sparkling happily up from the depths of an underground
river, and as you bubble and splash people come and scoop you
up in buckets. Imagine yourself being poured into cups and
giving life to the drinkers. See the infant being washed of its
birth-blood in your warm cleansing fluid. You clean the dirt
from the hands of the workers and the soil from their clothing.
You are poured out for the thirsty plants and animals. Finally,
you wash the corpse before burial and sting the eyes of the
mourners as a bluer gray rain.

You now become the empty wailing of grief and desolation
that plunges into the black maw of despair and finally surfaces
once more on the calm tide of acceptance and consolation.

Now you condense yourself into a tiny drop of water, a
prismatic colored orb containing all the life force of Water, with
all of its fluid emotions . Take the mental image of the drop of
water and place it in the chakra under your lower left rib cage,
where it will reside in the center of a lovely flower. Place your
hands back in the bowl of water and thank the Powers of Water:

LadiesandSpirits ofWater. Igiveyoumy thanksandmy honor.
Great Tiamat, I honor and worship You.
Lady Elaine, I thank You.
I have been safely through your realms
Of sea and storm. river and stream,
Of love and hatred, despair and consolation.
Cynthia. JVu havecradled my birth upon your waves, and

have swept me with death upon yourflood, bringing me
full cycle in your healing rains. All that You are, now I am.
For I am, [your name), your son/daughter and brother/
sister. an undine of water.
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Now repeat the breathing exerci ses that began th is
med itation, but as you blowout the blue light held w ithin you,
see it replaced by a rosy opal flecked with flashes of silver and
sapphire. Place the gem directly into the flower beneath your
breastbone. Since opals must be kept in water, you should
imagine the drop of water enveloping the gem.

This end s the Meditat ion of Water.

Now consider some of the god-forms associated with Water and
the cast. Ybbgillia is an ancient Sumerian mermaid, perhaps the
oldest known mermaid form . She is a love Goddess, the midd le
daughter of Tiama t (Old Mother).

Aphrodite is another God-form associated with water. She is
born of the waves, or the foam of the waves. In later myth s she is
formed of the semen that was spilt from Krenos' testicles when
they were cut from His body and flun g into Ocean.

Yemaja, the western African Goddess of Love and fertility, is
also associated with water.

Water is seen as a feminine element, but many masculine
God-forms are associated with the more ' violent aspects of it.
Yahweh was sometimes seen as a two-tailed sea serpent and a
God of Thunder. Poseidon is the God of Oceans but not
necessarily of water. And for all the worship of Au-set and
Osiris, Aten and Horus, the God at the very heart of the
Egyptian civilization is the Nile.

Since human life ca nnot ex ist without water, it is
und erstand able that as an elemental it is primary to our physical
and magickal existence. But it is not a lways sweetness and love. It
contains with in itself all emotions, from doting adoration to
Implacable hatred, and those far-ranging emotions must not be
ignored if a ritual evocation is to be done. If you have angr y people
in your ritual space, then the emotions of anger, fear, and hatred
will come as sure ly as love and trust when water is evoked.

Allow yourself and your group a rest of severa l days between
the Meditation of Water and the Meditation of Fire.

Meditation of f ire

In th is meditation you take on the att ributes of Fire so that you
may fully und erstand, communicate, and control the ethereal
element of fire and the powers of the spirit, will, intuition, and
courage.

The room should be comfortably warm but not stuffy. Again,
you should be dressed in comfor table nonrestr ictive clothing.
The altar should have only the two sacred candles lit, with a
symbol of Fire between them. A draw ing of a flam e can work,
but it is preferable to do some imaginative thinking and come up
with your own way of symbolizing the concepts of courage,
intu ition, will , and spirit. Give thi s some thought. because fire is
an element that we tend to neglect.

Place a sturdy fat candle, one that has a large flame, in front of
but not blocking the symbol.

Have a chair for each person performing the meditation.
Arrange them so everyone has a clear view of the candle. Scat
yourself comfortably with you r spine stra ight and chin level.
Breathing in deeply through your nose, hold for a count of seven,
release slowly through the mouth to a count of seven. On the
first breath, "sec" all the air rushing into your body as war m
orange and the air being expelled as dirt y olive gray. On the
second breath, again sec the color but with a greater intensity,
and also feel a pleasant degree of heat in the lower limbs.
Increase the intensity of color and heat throughout your ent ire
body with each breath but not to the point of discomfort.

As you gaze intently into the flame, say the follow ing words to
evoke the powers of Fire:

Lords and Spirits of Fire, and YOll, my Prince 'Iezcatlipoca,
Come to mefor I approach YOll, Asking that You teach me of

Yournature and Your power.
Lei me become as one with You.
Lei me be a f lame of courage,
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A blazing hearth where intuition and will can reside
And a catalyst for transformation.
Goddess Hestia, who keeps the sacred flames burning, protect

me from all danger on this my quest for knowledge.
Much maligned Loki, show me the tricks and ruses of the

flames.
Wayland Smith, instruct me in the practical uses of this energy

of work.
Pan, you who spoke from the primordial torch, speak to me

now in words that my mindand spirit can understand.
It is I, (your name], your beloved sister/brother and daughter/

son, who claims as her/his rightful inheritance the
knowledge and powers of Fire.

Now mentally cleanse the area in which you arc workin g,
seeing everything consumed by an intense flame until the area
is clear of any outside forces or connections. Then cleanse
yourself. start ing with your feet and progressing to the crown of
your head, until you see yourself as a clear transparent flickering
flame, burning without being consumed.

Begin the meditation by imagini ng a black void. Just allow
•yourself to float in the void for several minutes. Then see a point
of flame moving rapidly toward you from far away. Feci its
longing, its desire for union, as it meets you and both you and it
explode in a tremendous flare.

Now allow yourself to see a barren planet with flames spouting
out of crevices and mountains being heaved up with great red
gouts of fire and lava. You are the fire; you are the white flame
burning across the black skies, rocks, and stones melting and
coalescing in front of your creative fur y. At this point feel the fires
of creat ion, see the gases forming huge clouds and finally the
rains pour ing out of a sky now filled with roiling clouds.

Now imagine yourself as a hearth fire. Feel the kindly
nu rtur ing warmth you are giving out. See the children and the

adul ts lean toward you for warmth. Allow yourself to be the
warmth that comforts their bodies, the wholesome food being
prepared with your heat. Hear the crackle and hiss of your
flames as you convert the wood and/or coal into energy.
Throughout your body, feel the change from static energy with in
the fuel to moving energy. See yourself escaping up the chimney
and dissipating into the cool air.

Now imagine a great forest, high trees with a mass of impene
trable thorns and decaying undergrowth. Feel the dry autumn air
and the heaviness of the approach ing storm. Become the flash of
lightning that streaks down from the skies and hits the old dead
pine. Feel the heat of the blaze as it spreads rapidly. setting all
around it on fire also. Soon you are a great conflagration, swept by
wild winds generated by your own heat, feeding on all the dead
and dry vegetation, eating everything in your path .

Everything that can run flees in front of you until you arc
finally stopped by a broad river. Soon all that can be bu rned is
charred ashes. Your last flames flicker bravely as a soft rain
begins to fall.

You now draw yourself together into a tiny but intense piece
of energy. Project yourself into the candle in the middle of the
altar and see yourself providing light for scholars, scient ists, and
doctors-light for learning, light for change. Feel the process of
change, including the courage to change.

Expand yourself into the pit of a blast fu rnace, feeling all the
power of manu al labor and the effort of work. Finally you
become the flame of the rocket engines as a spacecraft lifts away
from the planet's surface and you are once again a point of flame
floating in a vast black void.

Now mentally form all the energy you have just experienced
into a glowing red-orange globe in the palms of your hand s.
Acknowledge that you and it are the one and same. The globe
becomes a clear blood red ruby which you place directly just
above your pubic bone.

The aspirant now thanks and releases the powers of Fire:
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I give you, 0 Lords and Spirits of Fire, my thanks and my
honor. I havefelt your power and heardyourmessage.

Great Mother nestia. I give you thanks that I have stood safely
amid the f lames and have not been seared by them.

Loki, you have shown me the destruction ofyour blaze, bur I
saw also the cleansing and new life which you brought to

the land.
Wayland, you have placed before me the works and uses of

Fire's energies.
Goddess, from the stars You brought me forth and to the stars

You shall return me. My honor and thanks, for I am {your
name]. your daughter/son and sister/brother. a crystal
salamander who dances in the eternal f ire of Your Love.

Evocation of tfte Four Efements

Now repeat the sevenfold breath, this time replacing the fiery
colors with a clear white light flecked with flashes of gold and
ruby and the warmth with a sense of pleasing coolness.

Here ends the Meditation of Fire.
,

As you work with the clement of Fire, you will find yourself
leaving the strictly physical part of Fire and moving into the
aspects of courage and intui tion. You will find that the Gods of
prophecy, such as Tezcatlipoca an d Loki, are ardent keepers of
the flame, as is ancient Pan, the Spark of Desire for Whom the
World Was Created. Follow these God-forms into the Burn ing
Spire of the World Tree and see what They may teach you.

Again, allow a space of a few days 10 absorb what you have
learned before you move on to the Meditation of Air.

Meditation of Air

In this meditation you will seek to experience, assimilate, ami
,,"n llland the element of Air, becom ing one with it ami
1l1,,, ll'ring its power of intelligence and mind.

\I " best to do this meditation when there is a window open to
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You see yourself drifting over the sea, lightly lifting the water
into waves, pulling water up into yourself and then sweeping in
over the land and blowing strongly through the trees and tall
grasses. You hear the sounds of your passing as you rustle the
leaves and ratt le the dry grass.

Feel yourself blowing harder and harder until you are
shrieking through the mountain passes and roaring across the
desert carrying tons of sand before you. Allow yourself to bury
the foolish traveler who did not listen to the warnings of the
wise elders. Allow yourself to lay bare the ancient knowledge so
long hidden beneath the sands of time. Blow hard l

Now you quiet and become a warm gentle breeze again,
carrying the scent of the newly blooming fruit trees into the
villages and towns. Thngle yourself in the hair of the maidens
and blow the clothing on the line dry. Fill the nostrils of the
infant at birth, and as the babe breathes you in, see her soul
entering her tiny body. You are filled with the awe of the life that
you bring to every living thing. You see yourself carrying golden
energy into the grasses, trees, flowers, and into every type of
living creature, including microscopic ones.

Now change the image to that of sooty gray smoke, carrying all
sorts of germs and pestilence. You are the toxic gases spewed out
by volcanoes and factory stacks; you are the smelly vapor from a
fetid swamp. You feel the caustic burning with each breath.

Allow yourself to be the intelligence and reason that finds
ways to remedy the damage, that invents methods of production
that are not polluting, that gains knowledge of conservation and
ecological balance. Become that wisdom, holding it securely
within you. You then become the chill blast of Arctic air tha t rips
the leaves from the trees and freezes the bog so that the air is
c lean and hard. Allow yourself to howl among the bare branches
and soar high toward the frozen stars. Then softly sink down
again to rest, gently caressing the waves of the ocean.

As you rest over the ocean you become aware of the light
which passes through you You see clearly all the different colors

and feel the pulsating energy of the different wave lengths. You
become the red light and are made hot by passion and raw life
energy, then you are a clear relaxed orange, tingling with
attraction and positive experience. The orange becomes the clear
yellow of health and mental alertness, the pure gold of the sun.
From this comes a clear deep emerald green, the color of fert ility
and prosperity, which gradually becomes the sparkling azure
blue of intell igence and intuition. The blue deepens, like a
January evening, into a pure violet of spiritual wisdom which
rapidly turns into the royal purple of power. Now you are the
rainbow with all the colors swirling around and through you,
dissolving into a blaze of dazzling wh ite light.

Through the white light you are lifted upward and become
aware of the vibrations of matter which condense into clearly
comprehended sounds: the soft sighing of lovers in each others'
arms, the scream of a woman in labor, the wail of the newborn
as it greets its new body and life. The laughter of children and the
angry shouts of fighting youths. The busy clatter of machinery
and the soft lowing of peaceful animals. The snap of the fire and
the purr of the cat. The chant of the priestess and the angry roar
of the mob. The keening of the bereft and the silence of death .
You become all of these.

Then you feel yourselfbecoming one with the cutting edge ofa
logically sound argum ent, and the fuzzy warmth of an intu ition.
You experience the sickening jolt of unexpected clairvoyance.
Finally you become the serene calm space of wisdom which can
acknowledge its own finiteness and illogicality.

Now you will experience, directly in front of you, a pillar of
light and sound , carved with every piece of wisdom and
knowledge that has ever existed and will ever exist. Look at it
closely. Notice the hand holds, the places for foot and finger and
seeking mind. You start to climb, ascending the pillar. and soon
you have the sensation of being swept up as though into a
vacuum. At the top of the pillar you see a shining doorway with
"Truth" inscribed over the arch. You walk through it and
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immediately find yourself fa lling into a pit of chaotic darkn ess.
¥ou realize that the truth is both the light and the dark. the order
and the chaos. the logic and the intuiti on. You understand that
there is no One Truth.

At last you become a wind of creation. flar ing millions of
miles out from the surface of a star. and in the depths of your
being you carry the seeds of another universe. Allow yourself to
experience that rcalit y for a few moments. to be the Cause and
the Question.

Now condense all of the energy of this flarin g wind into a
serene deep blue sapphire. As you slowly sink back into your
body (did you just now notice that you were out of it?). place the
gleaming gem between and slightly above your eyes. Now
release the powers of Air:

Lords and Ladies of Air. I thank you for guiding me and
filling me with yourknowledge and reason.

I have ridden upon your winds and have felt theforce of your
hurricanes.

Let me always remember the lessons I have learned at your
hands. For I am yourbelovedson/daughter and brother/
sister. [your name]. a sylph of tile air.

' Rest quietly for several minutes and then write down any
intuiti on or revelation wh ich may have occurred to you. Blow
out the candles.

This ends the Meditation of Air.

Wisdom is not the same as learning, and knowledge is not the
same as logic. We are a people encumbered by words, and whil e

-thosc words are very useful in helping us communicate. often
internal commun ication does not come in the form of words.
True wisdom lies in listening to all the messages that come our
way. whether or not they are carried in word packages.

Gods of Wisdom arc many. I can' t th ink of a culture that has

not honored wisdom and know ledge. But the wayan ancient
culture imagined knowledge. learn ing. and wisdom may be very
different from the way a present -day culture thinks of them. Be
clear about what you want to know when you evoke Gods of
Wisdom and Knowledge. ¥ou may not like what you learn .

For some reason it is best to work with the precedin g three
meditations several times each before going on to the Meditation
of Earth. It may have something to do with the fact that Earth is
slow and doesn't like to be hurried.

Meditation of Earth

This may be the most difficult of the meditations of the four
classical elements, for it is heavy. slow, and tightly packed. like
earth itself. It is good to do this meditation when you can be in
direct contact with the ground, but since that is rarely feasible.
instead try holding a rnidsizcd rock during the entire meditation
and attempt to follow the vibrations that may emanate from the
rock.

During thi s med itation you will seek to confront and
overcome the obstacles of the rigidity and solid ity of Earth and
discover the empty spaces an d the glittering halls of wonder that
are the basis of all tha t is observable and touchable. It helps to
remember that we are able to perceive a form or an object
because of the spaces of the so-called no-thingness around it.

The room should be warm and your clothing should be snug
yet comforta ble. A feeling of closeness. yet not one of
constriction. is wanted.

The altar is set with two white candles, a symbol for Earth (I
often use a clod of rich soil with several rock crystals embedded
in it). and warm musky incense.

Now evoke the powers of Earth:

Powers of Earth,
Ladies and Lords of the Mountain Halls.



come to a final hissing steam bath as you plunge into the sea.
Now you can feel the wind rubbing against you and the cold and
heat of the passing years breaking you apart. The tiny roots of
mosses and lichens and then trees and flowers reach into you for
foundation and sustenance.

Give yourself several minutes to feel the soft carpeting of the
fallen leaves and petals and the rich smell of death as they break
down and decay. Then open yourself, allowing your weighty
massive self to become the resting place of insects, amphibians,
reptiles, mammals, and birds, feeling the warmth of their living
bodies and the cold heaviness ' of their dead carcasses. Allow
yourself to be that which allows them to turn fu ll cycle.

The seeds fall and nestle into you, and you cradle them as the
cold snow blankets you. Let the feeling of deep coldness
permeate you. Feel yourself slowing down, the inertia of the
physical universe dragging at you. Slowly you grind to a halt.

lake your time with this resting phase. At length you will feel
a tiny throbbing of energy at the base of your spine. Allow it to
grow. As it grows it warms you, and you can feel the pulsing of
life in the seeds and the restless and relentless pushing as they
struggle up to greet the air. You can feel the warmth of the rain
as it soaks into you, making you heavy and drowsy, sensual and
sexual.

Desire for life can be imagined as a warm rosy glow which
starts in your genitals and spreads rapidly throughout your torso
and limbs. The animals dig into you for burrows and dens and
you make them welcome. Then you feel the step of humankind,
the cut of the plow, and the careful placing of the precious seed
grain.

You open yourself to the ritual of the Grain Goddess, pouring
a rich red-gold energy up into the plants (a feeling much like
climax) and you rejoice in how they thrive and the cycle
continues.

Rest with that feeling a moment. In fact, let it revolve in
several cycles. Then allow yourself to sink once more and
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Bhan a'Sidhe, Master Red Hat,
And You, my Queen Goruda,
I call upon you to aid me in this quest.
Guard me, Hephaestus and Persephone. Let me not be lost in

your mazes and vaulted passages. 71?ach me of matter and of
time, that I may know my finite mortality and my infinite

existence.
For I am your belovedsister/brother and daughter/son, [your

name] , and I claim this knowledge as my rightful

inheritance.

Lie down in a comfortable fetal position and place your rock
near your heart. lake a series of eight slow breaths and pause,

repeating this three times.
Each breath goes in a pure royal purple, and as you exhale the

air comes out a dirty grayish yellow. With each breath you feel
yourself becoming heavier and heavier, being filled with an
awesome power as you sink into the bowels of the earth. Allow
yourself to sink lower and lower and feel the warmth of the core
of the earth coming toward you. You feci the pressure of the
mill ions of tons of rock all around you, and yet you are heavier

and more solid than all of it.
lake several minutes to sink into the earth, until at last you

' find yourself at the center of all matter, white hot and
tumultuous with radioactive energy. The pressure of the matter
becomes stronger and stronger, and you feel yourself pushing
and pushing, like a woman in labor. Then the continental plates
give way and you come boiling upward until you erupt from the
womb of the volcano in a fiery stream of lava and ash arching

across the sky.
You have become a molten river, and find yourself pouring

down the side of the mountain, causing the ground to scream
and moan beneath your heat and weight. Really allow yourself
to feel. to intimately experience the weight. Slowly you cool and
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become a dark empty space, a void within the fold of stone. The
mountain s creak and whine around and above you, and as the
mounta ins shift restlessly. like huge children dancing from foot
to foot. the entrance to your space breaks open and you arc filled
with blazing brillian ce as the sunlight strikes your glittering
crystals and flashing gems. Men come and call you holy and
take the gems from your flesh. Become the gems-the clear
diamond, the red ruby and yellow topaz, the green emera ld and
blue sapphire and purple ame thyst.

You become the heavy yellow-gold and cool wh ite-silver.
which men fashion into setti ngs lor the jewels. Allow yourself to
experience the heaviness and the close finiteness of yourself. You
feel treasured and precious.

Now shift to another image: imagine yourself as heavy red
iron ore being melted and purified in a blast furnace and poured
out hard and gray. You arc pounded and heated and pounded
again until you have become both the plow that will cut the
body from which you came and a sword that will cut the body of
the cutter. Stay with th is image for a while. Consider what it
mean s to be both a sword and a plow, and the metal from wh ich
they arc made.

As you experience yourself as the metal of sword and plow.
you arc also the rust of time that cats them away, returning them
to their original natures. For time is an essential aspect of the
Element of Earth.

To experience time, you must first place yourself outside of it.
Try to view time as a opalescent ameba with a cloudy perimeter
that at any given point may be extending itself or retract ing into
itself. The touch of the time-ameba can at once constrain and hold

. constant things that have happened. It can also touch the future
possibilities and probabilities (sort of like the pilot wave in quan
tum physics) and when it pu lls back into the "present" brings
information about the possible and probable futures with it. Thus,
with that information the future helps form the past and present.

Watch the Ameba. Dance with the Ameba. Allow yourself to

see it slowly vanish like mist into a velvety nothingness in which
numberless motes of lite energy are floating.

At this point you are able to sense yourself as the protector,
but not the director, of these "souls." With care, and not pushing
yourself into something that you feel incapable of doing, call the
life energies toward yourself. You and they will coalesce in a
wh irling spiral of light wh ich slowly spins faster and faster until
you can feel the particles of energy solidifying into stars and
planets. Now you must abruptly let the sensations of the
meditati on go. almost snapping free, so tha t the work of your
creation can progress according to the Universe's infinite laws.

As you snap free you will feel heavier and slower and wil l find
it helpful 10 bring your auention back to your rock, focusing on it
to reconnect you with the earth.

Repeat the breathing exercise, but at the end of it turn the
royal purple light into a clear transparent brilliancy. Now turn
the clear light into a large multifaceted diamond full of green
and violet lights. and place it at the base of your throat. in the
notch of your collarbone.

Rest quietly for a few minutes, and then eat and drink some
prepared foods. Only when that is done should you thank and
release the powers of Earth. as follows:

Ladies and Lords of the Earth. I thank you for your guidance.
Ancient and august Persephone and Hephaestus, You have led

me truly through }Vur passages of knowledge and wisdom. I
have experienced both my impermanence and my eternity.

Great Dia, Mother of Earth. I give You my worship.
Rhea Kronos, You have allowed me to glimpse Your riddle of

time. I bow before Your majesty and power.
For I am your beloved daughter/son and sister/brother, [your

name] . a child of Time and Earth, and as J will it. so shall
it be.

The Meditation of Earth is now ended.
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After each meditation you will find it useful to wr ite any
thoughts, questions, and revelations in your journal. or if you
have one, your Book of Shadows.

Gods and Goddesses of Earth are many. Some are Grain
goddesses such as Demeter; others are Chthonic Goddesses such
as Heka (Heka-te is not a Goddess; she is a huma n priestess
whose name means "old one of Heka"], or the Gods of the
Afterlife, such as Aides (Hades). Notice tha t they are not the
Gods of Death: Thanatos is a God of Air, not of Earth.

Again, use a great deal of care when evoking the God-forms of
Earth; They are heavier and mightier than you might expect.

I practice each of the meditations of the elements once a
month. I have been doing so for almost fifteen years and still
learn something new each time. .

15

Evocation of Divination

~

By now I am certain that you have the concept of evocation well
in hand. The core idea is subjectively to know and understand
the cultural and physical aspects of the god-form you intend to
evoke and then allow it to fill the space you have made in
whatever manner it chooses. Secondary to that, but almost as
important, is not to have bizarre images in your mind, and if
they are there, to clean them out.

I will close th is section on evocation with an actua l evocative
ritual that my group and I use.

Evocation of Divination

This ritual is best done at a full (mother) moon, since it is done to
attain true dreams, clear foresight, and prophecy. It is an
evocation of those god-forms which control the process of
divination. The God-forms used in this ritual come from the
Greek pantheon. They are:

Pythia: The Snake Goddess of Delphi. She is an Earth
Element. Her home is the Omphalos, the earth navel.
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Apollo: Before He was a Sun God He was a God of
Divination. truth. and prophecy, as well as healing and
wisdom. He is a Fire Element. He superseded Pythia at
Delphi, but She remained the voice of the oracle that Apollo
used at Delphi.

Metis: The Goddess of Memory. She is a Water Element.
Hermes: The God of Trickery; Illusion, and Lies. He is the

shadow on which Apollo's light can be clearly seen. and no
one knows the difference between truth and deception as
well as Hermes. Hermes is an Air/Wind Element.

Out of relatively small pieces of paper, make brightly colored
symbols of each of the four God-forms or clements. It is best to
keep these paper symbols both simple and bold, and thus more
easily remembered. For example, Water could be a blue-green
drop, Fire a red-yellow flame, Air a yellow-silver swirl, and
Earth a purple-green square. Work with the images until you
and the others in your group can instantly bring them up when
the appropriate clement is called.

Now add a symbol that denotes the God-form. A snake in a
square wou ld be appropriate for Pythia. while an open eye in the
middle of a flame could indicate Apollo. A door in the drop of
water could be Metis. and a teeter-totter set to balance in the
swirl of Air is appropriate for Hermes. Again, work with the
images.

Beforeyou attempt the ritua l. agree on the order in which the
God-form images will be considered and the length of time each
image will be held in consciousness. Since it is hard to time
mental actions, usc a specific number of heartbeats. Fifteen is
usually sufficient.

Set up an altar at the western end of your working space. Usc
four candles, two white and two black. Incense, such as
frankincense, should be ceremonial. A black mirror or a gazing
crystal should be in front of the candles and the incense burner.
It should be easy to reach,

All of the other members of the group should then respond,
"We bid You welcome."

111Evocation ofDivination

From Your Eastern Waters
And the Memories of Eternal Springtime,
From the Break of Day,
I ask that you come to us, Mother ofAll Emotions.
Come. flow through us, that we may know You.
Come, stand here with us,
Guard and Guide us.
We bid You Welcome."

Select a person to cast the circle and another 10 evoke the
watchers. One person will evoke the female God-forms and
another the male God-forms. (Of course, it is possible that one
person alone can perform th is ritual. It is simply easier if there
arc several people-and there is more power from the effect of
group consciousness.)

The caster starts in the north and walks around the space
clockwise (deosil). saying:

"I cast th is circle in the name of Truth, that we may know it
when we find it.

"I cast this circle in the name of Balance, that we may nOI
stumble in the darkness nor be blinded by the glare of pure light.

"I cast this circle in the name of Foretelling. that we may usc
the power to chart our course through time and space.

"Thus [ have cast this circle."
The caster rejoins the other members of the group and says:

"The circle is cast. the space between the worlds is made. Let all
who stand herein do so of their own free will, with a h igh heart
and steady spirit. LeI all that is not to our purpose-depart!"

The person chosen to evoke the watchers goes to the eastern
sector of the circle. Using whatever 1001 that is deemed
appropriate (including the human finger) the caller points to the
cast whi le he says:

Evocation110



The caller goes to the southern sector, and using the
appropriate tool, points to the south and says:

From the Northern Sacred Stones,
From the solid space of Winter.
From the center of All-being,

All of the other members of the group should respond, "We
bid You welcome."

The caller goes to western sector and repeats his actions,
saying:

113

From the bone and sinew of Reality,
I ask that }VU come to us, rooting Yourself within

us, 0 sacred Pythia, Goddess of Prophecy, that
we may know You.

Come, stand here with us,
Guard and guide us.
We bid You welcome.

Evocation of Divination

The caller takes his place in the group and says: "We stand in
the presence of our Sacred Watchers. Let all that we do and say
be pleasing in Their sight."

The person who has been designated to evoke the Female
God-forms steps into the middle of the space. Touching the floor,
then her heart area, and then her forehead, she raises her arms in
the air and says: "Ancient and Potent, Far-Seeking, Truth
Telling, enter this space so that we, your children, your brothers
and sisters, may see clearly." She lights the black candles.

The person who has been designated to evoke the male God
forms performs the same actions, saying: "Ancient and Potent,
Far-Seeking, Truth-Telling, enter this space so that we, your
children, your sisters and brothers, may see clearly." He lights the
white candles.

As the God-forms are evoked, everyone in the sacred space
must consciously recall the images that were made, in the order
that the group agreed upon, and hold these images for the
agreed-upon length of time.

The person who cast the circle now steps to the altar and takes
the scrying mirror or crystal and does a divination for the person
who called the elements. Keep the time of scrying brief;
remember that the others arc holding the power in place. Also, a
time limit will cause you to rely more deeply on intuition and
less on what might be socially appropriate. Don't second-guess
yourself. Trust to the God-forms that what you say is accurate.

The caller then scrys for (he person who evoked the female

Evocatton

From Your Southern Fires,
From the blazing Sun of Summer
From the heatof Midday,
I ask that you come to us, Bright God of Wisdom,
Come, burn within us, that we may know You.
Come, stand here with us,
Guard and guide us.
We bid You welcome.

From the Western Winds,
From the changing notes of Autumn,
With all the colors of the Evening Sky,
I ask that you come to us, Lord of Illusion,
Come, move within us, that we may know }Vu.
Come, stand here with us,
Guard and guide us.
We bid You welcome.

Again, all of the other members of the group should respond,
"We bid You welcome."

Finally, the caller goes to the northern sector and evokes
Pythia: (She is heavy and slow but moves with a vast power; be
sure to give her plenty of time to enter.)
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God-forms, she scrys for the next person, and so it goes until the
last person for whom the scrying is done is the circle caster.
(Don't attempt to scry for yourself. Therein lies self-deceptionl)

For the space of about a hundred heartbeats, let everyone sit
with their divination. Then the person who evoked the male
God-forms stands , an d raising his hand s in the air, slowly lets
them drop to his side, saying: "Ancient and Beloved, we thank
You for these gifts. I bid You farewell."

The rest of the group responds, "Farewell."
The person who evoked the female God-forms stands, raises

her hands in the air, and slowly allows them to drop to her side,
saying: "Ancient and Beloved, we tha nk you forthese gifts. I bid
You farewell."

The rest of the group responds, "Farewell."
The person who called the Elcmentals now takes the paper

symbols and burns them in the appropriate candles, the female
in the black candlesand the male in the white candles. Then, one
by one, he snuffs the candles. They can be pinched out or blown
out; in this case it does not matter. What matters is that as each
candle goes out, the entire groups says:' "We thank You, and
farewell." They then feel the Blcmcntals leave.

Maintai n silence for a short while-ten heartbeats is
adequate. Then the person who cast the circle starts in the north
and walks widdershins (counterclockwise) around the circle,
saying:

Powers oj Water. Wind, and Flame,
Return to the Stone[rom which You came.
The power we held we now release.
The circle parts, bUI does not cease.

Then all say in unison:

For merry did we meet,
And merry shall wepart,
And merry meet again.

Each person should now wri te down the message that was
divined for him or her, and discuss it with the person who did
the divination.
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Words of Power; Sacred
Lancuaces, and Other Nonsense

~

"But," I can hear you saying, "where are the magick words, the
tones and syllables of power. the strange arcane names, the
tongue mumbling gobbledygook?"

There aren' t any.
The strange names and "words of power" are merely bad

translat ions and bungled phoneti c translitcratlons of ancient
languages such as Semitic, Chaldcan, and Egyptian. A thousand
years ago, when literacy had almost been destroyed by the ruling
theocratic church, a written word seemed magickal. That some
marks on paper or parchment, or broken pot sha rds could hold
and carry information, seemed wondrous. A foreign langu age
that came complete with strange stories of an almost unbeliev
able culture and temporal power could impress the illiterate and
the gu llible. Look at what advertisi ng can do today.

If you prefer to have words of power, make your own . If your
feel enhanced and psychically strengthened by using an ancient
language, study it. But before you sit down with Sumerian for
Beginners, ask yourself th is: "Can I really express myself better,
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or at least as welt in this old language than in my native
tongue?" Ifyou are honest. I think the answer will be no. In fact,
doing so will probably slow you down, make you self- conscious,
and inhibit your natural poet ry. If you are a natu ral speaker of
more than one language, choose the one that best echoes the
rhythms and music of your soul.

17

Other MagickaI Systems of
Invocation and Evocation

sxs

Invocation and evocation are not new. As I wrote in the open ing
chapter, people have been invoking and evoking Divinity ever
since we came down from the trees, and who knows, we may
have done it up there in the branches too. What is new is that
most people th ink that to be able to do it you have to be either a
very holy person-or a very wicked person.

The Greek-Egyptian Magical Papyri, a collection of magickal
practices from about 300 C.E., has entire chapters on different
types of invocations and evocations. Most of them have to do
with summoning some lesser sort of God-form and directing
Him (rarely a Her) to control. hex, kill, maim, or seduce someone
else for the evoker. A close reading of the texts shows that by the
time this ant hology of manuscripts was put together, the priests
in the temples were there to exercise secular power and not out
of any spiritual or religious vocation.

Invocation and evocation played a very important role in the
early Christian church, and in the New 'Iestarnent we read how
one church or another was speaking in tongues, sum moning the
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"spirit of the Lord," and in general having a good time. But Paul,
who reports these uses of "spiritua l gifts.vtook a somewhat dim
view of them , and subsequent bishops put an end to these
magickal practices. By the late second century it was considered
bad form, if not downright heresy, to claim to have invoked the
spirit of Jesus Christ. The Gnostics, many of whom considered
themselves good Christians, held on to these practices for several
more centuries.

The idea of a God-form entering a human was also present in
the early Judco-Christian idea of demonic possession, a kind of
"invocation" that was believed to be involunta ry and, at least in
some cases, permanent. The origins of thi s concept arc obscure .
One possible source is the labeling of the God-forms of
competing religions as dem ons, so the priests and priestesses
who invoked those God-forms were "possessed" by demons.
Another source is mental illness, whe ther caused by organic
illness (as may be the case in schizophrenia) or by some form of
abuse. Victims of abuse, parti cularly child abuse, can form
alternate personalities that are imitations of the abuser, and they
can undergo episodes of "possession" when those personalities
arc in control.

In any case, the concept of demonic possession was present in
Christianity from the beginning. Jesus and the apostles were
believed to have practiced exorcism to drive out possessing
demons, and the early followers of Jesus seem to have done so as
well. As the other spiritual practices of the early Christians were
gradually suppressed exorcism became less common, but unlike
the literal invocation of the Holy Spirit, it was never entirely
abandoned. By the Middle Ages, Christianity had developed and
elaborated its mythology of the chief demon, the Devil, to the
point where Christians saw the Devil's hand in all natural
misfortu ne ami homan evil. The concept of demonic possession
fit into this mythology perfectly. Some evildoers were tempted
by the Devil, but the most shockingly wicked were directly
possessed. The hold of th is mythology on Western consciousness

is hard to exaggerate. As lare as the ninet eenth a nd early
twenti eth centuries it was still common to refer to juvenile
delinquents and especially vicious adu lt criminals as being
possessed by the Devil. This history of cultural conditioning can
explain why occasional cases of mental illness take the shape
they do and arc interpreted as they are.

In her book Possession, Erika Bourguignon, after examining
hundreds of ethnological studies, found thai the only people to
suffer from possession by demons were Christians, and in a few
cases, Jews. Other cultu res which do not have a primary evil
god-form simply do not have the psychological dysfunction tha t
man ifests itself as "possession by demons or the Devil."

Jud co-Christian demonology is the principal source for
Enochian and Ceremonial magick. Many books have been
written on these subjects, and a few novels as well.

John Dec, the man who claimed that he learned the Enochian
alph abet and the accompanying magickal rituals from ancient
Hebraic angels, was a genius. He spoke half a dozen languages
fluently; in particular, he read and spoke Hebrew and Arabic,
both of which languages had a magickal cachet in late
Renai ssance Europe. He was a skilled mathematician and
astrologer (everyone believed in astrology in the sixteenth
century. even the pope). John Dee was also in fact, a spy for
Queen Elizabeth I. He was so good that he may have been a
quadruple agent, working for the papacy in Rome, the French,
the Spanish, and the English.

It is very likely thai the Enochian alphabet is a sophisticated
espionage code. The trappings of Enochian magick were smoke
and mirrors 10hide the covert meeti ngs and workings of his spy
network. The rnagickal aura also attracted pretty women to
him, and he made a nice secondary income from selling spells
and 'hexes: Regardless of the reality behind its beginnings, even
today people believe in Enochian and ceremonial magick.

During the late nineteenth century an upsurge of interest in
things occult swept Europe. Perhaps this wave of pseudo.
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magickal pract ice was given impetus by the archeological finds
in Mideast and Egypt. Certainly. influences from India and Tibet
fueled the interest of the reading public. The Parliament of
Religions, held in Chicago in 1893, brought new and exciting
ideas from the Orient to the West. and among them were old and
almost totally misunderstood systems of magick.

In England, severa l very intelligent people took Enochian
magick. a nd Masonic and Rosicru cian practices, blended them
all with a goodly dollop of eastern mysticism, and created a
magickal-religious group called the Golden Dawn. Waite,
MacGregor Mathers, and Aleister Crowley are the most fam ous
proponents of th is belief system. A careful study of their lives
with a modern perspective on their ch ildhoods shows that every
one of them had serious cont rol issues. Each one, and Crowley in
particular, had been seriously abused as a ch ild- Crowley's own
mother lamented that she had not beaten him enough! Both
Mathers and Waite may have been sexually abused by their older
schoolma tes- but th at was considered normal in the public
(actually pr ivate) schools of wealthy ninteen-century England.

Israel Regardie's book The Complete Golden Dawn System of
Magic goes into deep detail on how to evoke demons and other
beings of power tha t will then somehow serve the purposes of
the. evoker, But careful reading of the book shows it to be a n
exercise in Judeo-Christian Gnos ticism. And indeed, within tha t
belief system demons can most cer tai nly be evoked, but the
demons will come from the evoker's internal nightmares, not
from any place of power or supernatural energy.

18

Modem Magicians,
falaes, and Frauds

~

Although there are ma ny since re people who have real
lnvocative and evocative experiences, there are ma ny who do
not and yet claim they do, usually for personal power and ga in.
It is best to ente r int o any study with a certain skept icism. Don' t
believe anythi ng until you are satisfied that it works for you .

In the mid 1970s, I had two very enlightening experiences
which taught me a lot about what worked for me, a nd also about
how dangerous th e twisted workings of monothe istic belief
systems can be. The first was a three-month jaunt into the
terri tory of ceremonial magick. I had read some books on
ceremonial magick and was cu rious as to whether or not these
practices, based on medieval Jewish Kabbalah, were effective:
Did they result in real manifestations, or were th e "results"
simp ly the products of supers titious minds and damaged spir its?

Remember, this was the m id 1970s; the New Age movement
was just a d istant glim mer in some mercha ndiser's eye. There
were almost no occu lt bookstores, a nd any rnagickal group was
likely to be very secre tive. There really wasn 't any way to
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"comparison shop." After much searching I met a man who
claimed that he was a powerful magickian, and he certainly
seemed-at least to the gullible person I was at the time-to
have some arcane and occult abilities.

I will call him John Doc. T.111. blond, with piercing blue eyes
and a boyish smile, he was charismatic and dynamic, witty and
polished. John possessed a fascinating intelligence that floated
on a deeper and dangerously seductive darkness. Young people
flocked about him like pigeons around a person with bread
crumbs in the park.

His method of entrapping young people was subtle and
effective. He hinted that he was able to teach techn iques of
incredible power, but he seemed very loath to share them. He
made you really struggle and strive to get invited to one of his
evocative rituals-as he called his late-night meetings. He also
charged large amounts of money for his classes, for he knew
what every wise man knows, that once a person has paid hard
cash for anything they will defend the effectiveness and
rightness of whatever they bought even in the face of the most
clear and damning contrary evidence.

I didn't have any money to pay for his classes hut I was
tenacious. and I was finally "allowed" to attend a working that
he performed in his apartment in central Chicago.

It was a large and beautifully decorated apartment-some
thing out of Architectural Digest- and except for the odd statue
here and there, and what I believe was a real Klimt painting, no
one who had casually entered the apartment would have
guessed that this was the home of a great and potent magickian,

There were about twenty people there that night, only a few of
whom I knew. Several of the older people (remember, I was in
~y mid-twenties, so anyone in their forties was ancient) sat
apart from the rest and seemed to be in their own world, only
deigning to notice the rest of us when they wanted something
from the kitchen. The "newbies" fetched and carried gladly for
the seasoned retaine rs of the "great man."

The night grew late and the candles started to gutter out, and
the promised manifestation of elemental demons seemed no
more imminent than it had at noon. Finally we were ushered
into a room that was decorated with a strange mix of Kabbalistic
diagrams, vampire symbolism, Egyptian temple art, and Man
hattan grossness. A huge red circle was painted on the floor;
inside that was a black square, and inside that was a white
triangle. Strange numerical sigils inscribed on what looked like
clay tablets were scattered about. He may actually have known
something about Sumerian cuneiform, but I doubt the sigils
were in anything except modern hen -scratch.

The man entered, dressed in a stunning gold lame robe; a
conical hat, similar to the pope's tiara, wobbled on his head. He
washed his hand s in a silver bowl. muttering spells in some
arcane language-at the time I assumed it was Hebrew. but now
I think it was garbled nonsense meant to impress the masses.

He lit incense, and a tiny nervous woman in a hideous black
and red robe hurried about the room lighting a dozen or so
candles. The rest of us stood where we were put, and were
warned repeatedly to remain within the "precinct of power" for
our own protection.

Then he proceeded to summon forth demons. He started to
chant in his arcane language. The chanting became droning.
This went on for many long minutes.

More incense was thrown on the charcoal and the droning
became growling and the growling became ranting. Except for
the heavy breathing of the young woman next to me, our leader
was the only one making any noise. The angelic sounds that we
were supposed to hear ca me from a poorly concealed tape
recorder tucked behind a nicely drawn image of the Winged
Sephiroth.

Gullible I may have been, but I saw and heard nothing
magickal. More import ant, I felt nothing except the twisted
energy of a number of eager, overwrought people. What I did see
was a man working himself into hysteria, and as he did so,
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several of the people around me also becam e hysterical. They
began to babble incoherently, and one began to chew on her arm
until she broke the skin and drew blood. Two of the hysterical
people began to get physically abusive to one another, while
others started having fits. The situation moved from unpleasant
to ugly, and I broke the so-called circle of protection and left.

I ran. Nothing happened to me; no howling demons pursued
me; no rash ofbad luck plagued my life. In fact, things got better,
probably because I wasn't wasting energy on John Doc anymore.

For some time after that I received threatening phone calls
and letters from him and his adherents, but nothing came of the
threats. I moved, they lost interest, and the whole thing resolved
into an unpleasant taste in my mouth.

Later I learned, from the nervous woman in the ugly black
and red robe, that the man had not only been severely abused by
a minister in his youth, but was, at the time the "ceremony"
took place, actively abusing both his children from his two
previous marriages. And later I learned that he was, at least at
that time, a heavy drug user and had been supplying several of
the members of his group with drugs. The nervous woman was
deeply infatuated with the man, and even as she told me the
sordid details of his life she could sec nothing wrong in what he
was doing. She took h is abuse as proof that he was powerfu l and
his drug use as evidence that he was a free soul.

If he summoned demons, they were his own, and the only
th ing they did was allow him to displace his own sense of
helplessness, his repressed pain, and his very justified and
righteous anger at the vicious abuse he had suffered onto others.
Yet, whatever had happened to him as a child did not excuse h is
actions as an adult. His behavior was totally unethi cal and
illegal. He had neither magick nor power, an d in retrospect I am
fairly confident that if he ever did have a genuine invocation of
Divini ty he quickly repressed the memory of it and went on to
more profitable practices.

Soon after that incident he stopped being a ceremonial

magickian and became in turn an American aboriginal shaman,
a Sufi mystic, a born-again Chr istian preacher, and a Buddhist
monk. The last I heard he had come fu ll circle and was, once
more, an ascended Gnostic master. But no matter what
substance he uses or what belief system he buys into, the demons
he evokes are his own ugly and repressed memories. It is
regrettable that such a person is able to entrap others to help him
play out his fant asies.

The second incident occur red in the fall of 1977, when I had a
chance to go to New York City. While there, I was int roduced to a
man who owned one of the few publicly known occult
bookstores. I don't know why he took a liking to me, as I found
out later that liking people was not his usual wont, but perhaps he
was trying to impress the young man who was traveling with me.

In any event, after a long evening of discussion he told my
companion and me that the most famous book ever written on
the subject of demonology was in fact a joke that he and a friend
of his, a well-known horror writer, had put together as a hoax.
Indeed, if you happe n upon the book and read the introduction
with that information in mind you will see that the authors are
telling you exactly that: The book is a hoax and has no sources of
ancient manu script, papyri, or clay tablets. It was conceived of
and w ritten dur ing the middle of the twent ieth century. The
authors did not intend the book to be taken seriously, and the
gentleman with whom I visited was vastly amused that so many
people did, and still do.

The Necronomiconhas no basis in fact. It is a work offiction. But
it has power,yes, that it does. I know more than one young person
who found themselves thoroughly scared out of their wits by that
book, and considering the skill with which it was crafted and the
literary genius behind it, that is not surprising. What I find
amazing and alarming is that many people-obviously badly
abused and desperately seeking to possess power over others
use thi s book as a basis for their magickal and spiritual practices.

It has the power to evoke all the twistings and turnings of a



tortured soul who has survived by forgetting what happened. It
has the power to make otherwise sane people do idiotic things,
and the power to engage with those same people's need to suffer
and inflict suffering on others. But the book has no supernatura l
or divine power.

Having observed with my own eyes the effects of so-called
Enochian or ceremonial magicks, and having discovered a rare
truth about an influentia l book, I began to do some debunking
stud ies.

For a long time I was convinced that any kind of evocative
ritua l was based on hoax, greed, and personal subliminal
emotional agendas. And in point of fact, any ritua l whose
message is to injure or harm, who se effects a rc to belittle or
discrnpowcr people, most likely is. I am still ex tremely skeptical
of mystical messages, especially when they include ex horta tions
to send money. transcend the flesh, or practice vegetarianism.

Divine Apprehension Gone Awry: Three Case Stud ies

There have been , ami most likely will continue to be, people
who become convinced that not only has an aspect of the Divine
emanated through them, communicating with them and
th rough them to other people, but that they are in fact the One
G(ld, incarnated. When thi s happens, the person is most likely to
make his experience fit into the belief system that he has
internalized from his culture,

One of the most famous of all these people was a man named
Mehcr Baba, who claim ed to be the avatar of Divinity. Meher
Baba (Merwan Sheriar Irani) was born in Poona, India, in 1894.
Although his parents were ethnically Persian, he was educated at,
a Roman Catholie high school in Poona. and at the age of
nineteen he had an intense religious and spiritua l experience. It
was' probably a sexual in itiation, but many years later he wrote a
more acceptable account: that he had been struck in the head
with a rock flun g by a holy yogi.
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For the next nin e years he studied both Sufi and Hindu
spiritual practices, and he "realized" that he was not a human at
all , but the avatar of God, a being who had graciously taken on
human form to communicate and teach others.

A diligent study of Baba's sayings (actually his writings, since
he decided tha t avatars shouldn't talk), whi ch were further
transcribed and expand ed by his students, show that while he
was a gentle and en lightened person for his culture and time, his
philosophies were rehashings and btcndings of Sufi sm and
Hindu Atmani sm. They arc life-denying, ascetic, monastic, and
intolerant of the physical body, sexual needs am i desires, and
especially femaleness. Accord ing to Mchcr Baba, all these things
stand between a human being and transcendence.

Meher Baba declared that one must decide that either he was
a fraud or what he said he was, God. (The same argument has
been used by C. S. Lewis on behalf of Jesus' divinity.) He never
allowed for the middle ground- he might be simply a human
being doing something that humans beings arc able to do:
experience God di rectly. Meher Baba died in 1969.

There is presently a woman in India who goes by the title of
the Mother. She also claims to be God, no mere Avatar-hood
about it. She has declared that the possession a human Flesh
and-blood body is a spiritua l hindrance. Notice, however, that
even in her belief system God needs a body to teach and
comrn unkate.

Her writings fill volumes. Those I have read man ifest a real
hatred of hu man ity and all that being human enta ils. On the
sur face she is sweetness and light, but the underlying message is
quite clear : if you want to be holy. if you want to be in d irect
communication with Divinity. you must practice all sor ts of life
denying ascetic austerities-and especially, send her money. Li fe
may be worthless, but money is fine .

Another example of a spontaneous invocation and Divine
manifestation that probably did occur an d yet 'may have gone
awry is the case of Franz Bardon. In Czechoslovakia duri ng the
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early part of the twentieth century, a young man named Fra nz
Bardon had wh at seems to be a spontaneous invocation of
Divin ity.

Bardon was raised in the brutal Roma n Catholic society that
permea ted eastern Europe in the early twentieth century. Wh at
little is known of his ch ildhood indi cates he was, at the very
least. severely physically abused and probably emotiona lly and
psychically abused as well. Franz somehow remain ed an
intelligent and sensitive child wh o was still open to ecstatic
manifestation into his adolescent years.

He was about fourteen at the time of the first experience, and
the God-form was, as he later reported, consistent with his
Christian background. He had several such manifestations and
he found, between his Christian ity and Gnosticism, a way of
explain ing wh at happened to him. It appears that he did not stay
Christian for very long. Soon he was heavily involved in
ceremonial magick and Enochian sorcery.

Wh atever happened to young Franz was certainly powerful.
It may have been an adolescent sexual encounter that he later
transformed into an ecstat ic manifestation-some of his writ
ings suggest this-or it may have been a sponta neous invocation.
Whatever it was, it helped him to survive three-and-a-half years
if) a Nazi concent ration camp. When he emerged from the camp
with the other survivors, he becam e increasingly convinced that
not only had he been visited by a god, but he was the living
incarnation of his god. At some point he became convinced that
he had never been human, that he had always been God.

His teachings have followed the same life-denying ascetic
pattern that characterizes most pseudo-Christian and nco
Gnostic bel iefsystems. Various types of d iscipline-fasting, sleep

, and sensory deprivation, vegetarian diets, sexua l abstinence, or
sex performed to increase psychic powers-fill the first volum e
of his writings.

His second book of w ritings is full of neo-Gnostic foolishness:
genies, demons, elemental intelligences, spheres of planetary

influences, and other nonsense for chapter after chapter. He tells
you how to use rituals of purifi cation to free talismans of base
ear thly connec tions, how ( 0 summon spirits of immense power
to do your biddi ng, and how to impress people and gain
influence over them.

Franz Bardon died in 1958 in a Czech prison-incarcerated
for possessing illegal substances. His followers have always
insisted that he was imprisoned on false charges because the
Communist government was afra id of his powers.

I mention Franz Bardon for a specific purpose: a lthough few
people have heard of him or read his books , he is a good example
in support of my content ion that Ceremonial (Enoch ian) magick
does not work. If it did work, the many practitioners of those
sorceries and ceremonia l invocat ive and evocative rituals would
enjoy the fru its of their labors, and they don't. If one could
summon genies to see through walls, bring treasure, smile one's
enemies, or seduce one's reluctan t lover, then one would have
these things occur. They d idn' t occur for Franz Bardon.

His methods of making a ta lisma n under the plan etary
spheres of Jupiter and Mercury, using the intelligence of Ish
Raph-Bl, will supposedly endow the possessor with the ability to
unlock doors. Other charms and spells in his books tell you how
to assure victory in legal situations. Still others promise wealth.

But the doors remained locked on Franz. His pockets were
always empty and the forces of his society moved against him at
every turn. With all of h is magickal "power," Bardon had none
of its benefits. He also seems to have been an almost destitute
alcoholic who may have had black-ma rket connect ions. It is
impossible to tell, given the corrupt system that was in power in
Czechoslovakia at the time. IIis story is tragic, not only because
of the pain and suffering that he endured, but because he was
obviously an intelligent and sensitive man. I wonder what he
could have achieved if he had not wasted his time on ceremonial
magick and Enochian angels.

People who are drawn to ceremo nial magick and Enochian
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magicks me people who at some deep level me feeling hopeless
and powerless, and desperately need to have some "other" come
and kick their oppressors in the bun , It doesn' t work that way.
Ceremonial magick does not work because Divinity doesn't use
the methods of "sum mon," "command," "constrain," or
"force."

Meher Baba, Franz Bardon, and the Mother me good
examples of Divinity's willingness to reach out and communi
cate with anyone who will allow communication.

Unfortunately, far too often those to whom Divinity has
manifested Itself become entrapped by the cultures that sur
round them.

Culture says that access to Divinity requires self-denial and
control over oneself: sexual abstinence, bodily deprivation,
myriad forms of denial, and physically punitive practices. So all
three of our examples have used and advocated various forms of
such practices.

Culture says contact with Divinity is the result of personal
merit, and since it is so rare, anyone who has it must be
extremely meritorious and special. When a person believes
something like this about himself or herself. the gratification it
brings can be addictive. Perhaps this is why all three of our
exampl es came to the point of claimi ng to be God Himself or
Herself.

Culture says that contact with Divin ity should bring with it
the respect, adulation, and obedience of others. So Meher Baba
and the Mother expected such responses, and for the most part
received them. Franz Bardon, who did not receive them very
much, may have been trying to usc ceremonial maglck as a
substitute.

I know I have written the same things earlier, but I feel the
point cannot be made too strongly. Our world culture, north and
south, cast and west, has a very odd concept of what Divinity
wants and what it takes to be "holy" or "good enough" to be in
communication with Divinity. When Divinity says, "All I want

from you is your laughter. .. " our culturally disciplined expecta
tions arc hard pressed to believe it. I am confident that when you
have experienced Divinity you will believe it.

Divinity will never ask that you mutilate your children, much
less sacr ifice them, or return their spiritual essence to the All
father. Divinity will never ask you to starve your body or keep
your mind in ignorance.

Divinity will not require you to wear special clothing, cover
your face, perform special types of physical exercises, or wear
special jewelry. Divinity doesn' t care about any of those human
customs.

Divini ty doesn't care what you eat as long as what you cat
keeps you healthy, and Divinity doesn't care what you drink as
long as that drink does not abuse you or others,

Divin ity will not tell you with whom to have sex, or when, or
to have limited and specific purposes in mind when you have
sex. All those beliefs have been imposed on human ity by
humans who have used them to exert control.

Divinit y has never ordered a war, massacre, pogrom, or jihad.
Divinity doesn't express Itself in bullets and bombs. Again, those
are human ways of handl ing strife.

Divinity expresses Itself as often th rough the female form as
through the male, and has never decreed that the male form is
superior. That is a human concept used 10 keep half the human
race in subjection.

Divinity hasno preference for skin color, eye color, or texture
of hair. Divinity is as available to people in the West as in the
East, an d in the southern hemisphere as in the northern ,
Divinity can be found on a lonely mountain and in a city ghetto.
There is no specific sacred city or place. All are sacred, as are all
human beings.
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Drugs, Alcohol, and Physical
Deprivation as Aids to Invocation

and Evocation

~

For thousands of years, if we believe historians and anthropolo
gists, shamans and other religious people have used drugs,
alcohol, and bodily deprivation to enhance, and in some cases,
to enable communication with Divinity. Siberian shamans used
poisonous mushrooms, which in controlled doses send the user
into ecstatic trance. Yaqui shamans use datura, peyote, and other
cacti, and the poisons made from frogs to do the same. In the
mid I960s, Timothy Leary conducted experiments with LSD and
found that he and his fellows had intense spiritual experiences.

In ancient Greece, the followers of Dionysus used wine,
probably heavily laced with opium, to achieve religious frenzy.
and some scholars believe that the ingestion of sacred mush
rooms was part of the early Christian cults' rituals.

Hashish in the Middle East. drugged honey wine in Europe
wherever you look, drugs have a long historical connection with
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religious practices and especially with the rituals of invocation
and evocation.

I strongly suggest that you stay far away from them. Not
because they will do you hideous damage- although there is
always that possibility. I make this recommendation primarily
because they arc usually illegal, and because they are illegal the
acts of obtaining them and using them have serious con
sequences in the secular world. Also, they aren' t really that
effective. They represent a big risk in return for a minor
enhancement of genuine religious experience.

Drugs can have an intense psychological and emotional effect.
They can "show" you aspects of reality that you had no idea
existed; they can take you "places." Drugs can open you up, and
in the proper hands, I assume that they can allow you to step
outside of the imposed boundaries of our religiously barren
landscape. But I have never found that they made the experience
of Divine Invocation more effective or more "real." In fact, the
use of alcohol and hallucinogenic drugs usually interferes with
the experience because afterwards you are never sure what was
caused by Divinity and what resulted from the dru g.

I must be honest here and admit that I speak from report
rather than from experience. I have never used drugs to enhance
or enable my invocation or evocations. I have never had the
need. However, I have been told by several people that no matter
how effective they seem at the time, hours or days after using
drugs to ach ieve invocation or evocation doubts begin to set in,
then questions and fears. and in a while the entire experience
wears the "Was it real?" label. Perhaps the best way to explain
this is to recount the story that a young man for whom I have
deep respect told me.

I'll call him George. He had worked with my coven for some
years and then had the opportunity to move to California and
continu e his education. While there, George and a group of

.friends from the university met what seemed to have been a
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genuine Yaqui shaman who lived in western Mexico. The
shaman was visiting the university and gave a series of lectures
in the folklore department. After one lecture George and his
friends went out for drink s with the Mexican gentleman. A long
term friendship was forged that resulted in George going to
Mexico and studying for some months with the shaman. While
there, George had several wondrous and exciting experiences.

One morning at about 4:00 A.M. I received a call from him. He
was in Californ ia on the beach at Monterey. calling from a
cellular phone. Obviously in a state of expanded consciousness
and extreme excitement. he proceeded to talk to me as though I
were in the room with him. He had had a powerful apprehen
sion of Divinity earlier in the day and was still feeling connected
to all of creation. He told me that everything ' had a different
deeper and more significant color, colors seemed to have taste
and taste evoked musical tones. He had seen himself and me in a
garden, where we had become plants and the plants had become
people. He went on and on and I soon ceased to writ e down
what he was saying, preferring to listen. After about three hours
he drifted off and I hung up. But I could not sleep. Something
was bothering me, something George hadn't told me.

What I had figured out was that he and h is friends had
decid ed to duplicate one or the spiritual rituals that he had
studied with the Yaqui shaman. They had obtained some
hallucinogenic mushrooms, fasted, and taken the mushrooms
after soaking them ill mezcal. Later I learned that the experi
ences lasted all night and into the next day.

But there George and his friends got into trouble. They had all
taken the mushrooms, and therefore no one was competent to
jnkc care of them. Some or the young people became dehydrated;
others started to vomit cont inuously. For some, the ecstatic
experience changed into nightmares. By the end of the day, two of
the group were in the hospital and George was very sick.

After this happened I didn 't hear from him for several
months, except a short call to tell me he was feeling better and

that he had decided not to return to Mexico that fall. In fact, he
came back to Philadelphia on his way to transferring to a
graduate program in the Midwest.

We spent a couple of afternoons together and he told that me
that, as much as he had learned from the shaman . he fel t he
would always regret the unsupervi sed ritual using the mush
rooms. I asked him why. He gazed into space for a while and
then said, with a wry smile, "What I encountered was pure bliss.
I felt that I was in the presence of a form or Divinity that was
almost exactly what you have described on many occasions.
What Divinity told me was so ltfc-afflrmlng, so absolutely
accepting of me and all of my experiences, it seemed that I was
completely connected with the entirety of creation. And yet I
will never be sure; I can never know for certain if it was truly
Divinity or wishful thinking and mushrooms."

George had learned much, but the usc of the hallucinogenic
substance had deprived him of the subjective certain ty that
comes from invocation and evocation, and that is so centra l to
the resulting personal growth and transformation .

Don't do that to yourself. or to your spiritual rituals.
Abuse of alcohol results in similar stories. except that alcohol

is a poison wh ich, in small quantities. helps us relax and
depresses the centra l nervous system. removing inhi bitions. In
small amounts, alcohol may be conducive to effective invoca
tion. In small amounts. A lour-ounce glass or wine before ritual
will not interfere, and if you arc particularly stressed it may help.
But if you have to get drunk to achieve invocation or evocation,
you aren' t really achieving anything but liver and brain damage.

Food can be a good transitional medium from ordinary space
into sacred space, but only if it is prepared and eaten with
intention. Ordering in a pizza and wolfing it down is not what I
mean.

A carefully prepared loaf of bread. made from scratch,
kneaded and baked with careful attention to the process of
creation and transmutation and then eaten with intent can be a
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powerful tool when invoking a Grain Goddess. The same is true
of preparing and eating a piece of meat when invoking a god of
the hunt. But too much food before a ritual can slow you down,
make you drowsy. and prevent you from being fully present
during the ritual.

Physical deprivation is another traditional way of preparing
the mind for invocation or evocation. These practices, usually
ascetic in nature, have many different effects on the body and
not all are positive. Throughout the world, ascetic practices have
a very long history. Unfortunately. they remain popular in the
present day. Perhaps the most depressing experience I had in
writing thi s book was my research into modern mystical groups.
Several thousand groups are represented on the World Wide
Web, and all of those that I glanced at and the four hundred I
read about at some length are focused on life-denial. They try to
approach Divinity through control of the body. methods of
purification, transcending physical limitations, rising above
physical attachments, and other similar means .

The idea of denying life and the body pervades all of these
groups regardless of their underlying belief systems. From
Tibetan Bon to Judaic Kabbalah, Islamic Suni and Sufi practices
to New Age angellcs, the theme is constant: leave the body. get
off. the earth, surrender, and be saved. It does not matter what
the actual mechanism of salvation is supposed to be-eognitive
knowing, or redemption purchased by some sacrifice on the part
of a Divinity. In each case the individual can achieve it only by
practices that treat the body and the senses as obstacles to be
enlightened, transcended, overcome, mastered, or conquered.

Some common characteristics of these groups should serve as
warnings. First, controlling the body. its needs and desires, is
treated as more important than actually achieving communica
tion with Divinity. Second, the emphasis is on rising above the
pain of life or surrendering to the will of Divinity ratherthan the
more difficult and socially dangerous process of healing. Third,
these groups judge the aspirant's progress by his or her

unquestioning obedience to the group's teacher or master. (This
last is not only damaging but dangerous. From such modes of
thinking come incidents such as the insanity of the Branch
Davidians in Waco, 1Cxas, Islam ic mandates for murd er such as
the one currently out against Salmon Rushdie, and other
religious persecutions.)

I am adamantly against any kind of fasting, purging, or other
food deprivations. Depriving the body and throwing it into
chemical imbalan ce is a dangerous way of trying to achieve an
altered state of consciousness. Most forms of physical depr ivation
do not increase the capacity to communicate directly with
Divinity; instead. they take emotional and psychic resources and
squander them on social-control issues.
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Sex as an Aid to Invocation
and Evocation

~

While almost all mystical belief systems either flatlydeny the use
of sexuality and sexual practice as a means of enhancing or
enabling invocation, or-as is most common-consider sexua l
desire a contemptible and degrading an imal appetite, some
belief systems, such as Ta ntr ic Yoga, do acknowledge the inherent
power that lies within human sexuality.

Sexuality and sexual practices are among the oldest and most
powerful aids to invocation and evocation. They arc on a par
with drumming and chanting for trance induction, Divine
manifestat ion, and personal apprehension of Divinity; but
unlike drumming and chanting. sexuality and sexual practices
arc among the most difficult aids to invocation and evocation to
use effectively.

1state th is not as either judgment or commen t on sex, but as a
sad tru th about the miserable state of affairs in wh ich our pan
world culture finds itself with regards to sexuality and sexual
practices. I have yet to meet a person over the age of five who
hasn't had their sexuality damaged by our culture, and it doesn't
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matter on what continent they were born or whether they live in.
a rural or urba n area. Asia and Europe, South America and
Africa, Australia and North America-the damage is every
where,

In the early 1980s, whil e attending West Chester University, 1
worked with some other students on a research project run by
one of our sociology professors. 1had the happy task of reading a
great deal of modern pornography and cha rting themes within
the stories, a lthough I was spared the Victorian pornography
with its omnipresent theme of child molestation.

The graphic sexual encount ers did not bother me. what 1
found disturbing was the preponderan ce of sado-masochism and
fantasies of rape, abduction, sex-with-a-passing-stranger, physi
cal abuse, emotional abuse, and more. Even in the pages of
romantic novels, sexuality often has a theme of unwilling
ravishment that turns into passionate love.

This is the cultural air we breathe. It teaches us that
autoeroticism is di rty and sha meful, but it equates other sexual
relationships with the power 10 manipu late others: power to
obtain favors, physical goods, social status, and career mentor
ing, ad nauseam. This means that if you try to use your innate
sexual powers to help you achieve invocation or evocation. you
will most likely encounter serious problems. If you intend to use
sex and the various sexual practices that are effective for
inducing and enabling invocation and evocation, you need to rid
yourself of the twist that sexuality has been given by all the
religions of the world.

The cleansing and healing meditations that are given in the
first section of the book need to be repeated, but with clear locus
on your sexuality. sexual practices, and sexual needs. Be
prepared to encounter a great deal of resistance from your inner
self, ranging anywhere from internal comments that "t his is
bad" or "this is nasty" to anhedonic repression of sexual feelings
and physical numbness in the genitals. In addition, you will
experience a great deal of opposition from almost anyone with
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whom you attempt to use sexual energies to ach ieve or enhance
invocation or evocation.

Having written that in the spirit of "Don't say I didn't warn
you," let me now focus on the positive aspects.

Sex is powerful. The emotional and physical feelings that are
aroused by sex greatly enhance divine apprehension and make
both invocation and evocation easier. People in a state of extreme
sexual arousal almost invoke spontaneously, and reports from
around the world describing the sensations and emotional
feelings during climax indicate that at that moment and for
some time afterward, ecstatic spiritual feelings and inspiration
often occur. I believe that it is thi s fact which inspired Gerald
Gardner to create the lovely ritual called "Drawing Down the
Moon." However, I have never seen that ritual actually achieve
manife station of Deity-although not for want of trying on the
part of the participants.

In my opinion there are two likely reasons for this. First, it is
probably impossible for someone to use their power to make a
space in another person in which Divinity would manifest itself.
The danger of the abuse of power in such a situation is far too
great, and Divinity will not abuse the person who is the
"container." If invocation does occur, it is because the 'person
into whom the aspect of Divinity is being drawn actually
invokes for herself or himself. Second, everyone I know has some
remnant of Judeo-Christianity in their background and is unable
to overcome those life-hating tendencies in the presence of an
audience.

Sexual practices to aid and enhance both invocation and
evocation are probably best done in privacy. No one needs the
extra burden of having to perform in front ofan audience as well
as having to perform sexually.

Autoeroticism is the best, and for most of us the only place to
start . Learning to love oneself and give pleasure to oneself
without going into abusive fantasies-ofwhatever flavor-is the

first step in learning to use sexuality to enable and enhance the
rituals of invocation and evocation.

To work with your own psychic talents to learn to manipulate
the energy of pleasure so that Divinity can manifest itself is not
an easy task, nor one that you will learn rapidly. Once you have
learned how to achieve climax without using abuse fantasies or
"power-over" fantasies (the ones where you use, abuse, trick,
hurt, molest, manipulate, or coerce another), you are ready to
use that energy to invoke.

The next section presents a rough outline for such a ritual.

The Sac red Rite of Ven ery

Secure your room. Make sure the phone is disconnected and the
door is locked. Take special care in cleaning and decorating the
room. Flowers, a light incense, a glass of wine or sparkling water,
perhaps a piece of chocolate or (if you prefer) another small
sweet. .

Thke a bath and rub yourself all over with a light oil. Comb
your hair, brush your teeth, make yourself feel pretty. (Gentle
men : You are hereby given permission to be "pretty." Goddess
likes "pretty" men. She told me so.)

Put on some soothing romantic music, turn down the lights.
and begin to masturbate, using whatever technique you have
found most effective for you. As your sensual pleasure rises,
pretend you are making love to a God (actually. you are). Make
the fantasy as real and vivid as you are able.

Speak out loud, allow your "pretender"-that powerful
magickal tool I wrote about earlier- to speak for the God or
Goddess. When you achieve climax, "share" the pleasure with
the God-form. My experience and the experience of others who
have used this very simple and yet very effective technique is
that the pleasure seems to double and last much longer than
normal.
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When you are able to consistently achieve thi s kind of
invocation with masturbation, try it with a willing part ner.
Decide ahead of time on a purpose for the ritua l. In the
beginning, choose god-forms with whom you are familiar and
intimate. As with the solitar y ritual. have the space secure and
beautiful. Take hours, instead of minutes, to get ready. Do the
simplest things for each other, feed each other, hold each other's
glass while drinking, help each other bath e. Wear beauti ful and
sensual lingerie, carefully apply makeup to each other. (Again,
gentlemen: Gods like men in mascara. So do Goddesses. And
men in skirts are Divinc.)

Anoint each other wilh lightly scented oil. nami ng each other
by the name of the previously agreed-upon God-form. Begin the
love-making, a lways keeping in mind that you are making love
to Divinit y. As the sexual pleasure increases, give in to it. Do not
try to control it; just let it happen. When it does happen, you will
experience something totally unique. I will not even begin to try
to relate some of the experiences that I and others have had. This
space needs to be totally your own without any preconception.

If at any point in the ritual you find you rself having doubts,
fears, or slipping into abu sive fant asies, stop the ritual and talk it
over with your part ner. Try to find out what triggered you in the
situation. Change that triggering factor and try again. If you find
you are being triggered more than once, stop that ritual and go
back to the solitary practice until you have unkinkcd whatever it
was that was blocking you in the partn ered ritual.

I have been asked if the Rilual of Vcl~ry is limited to two
people. I see no inherent reason why that should be so. as long as
everyone involved is utt erly clear and agrees on the purpose, is
free of and healed of abuse and abusive sexual issues and totally
respecting of everyone else, has all their needs met, and can
overcome the terri fic negative onus that our society places on
group sex. This is a ta ll order, but I am certain that somewhere
there arc some brave and shining souls who have achieved it.

) -~
! ~
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Finding the Web of AII-Bein~

~

As you work with the meditations and rituals in this book, as
you heal and grow, there will come a time when you will
experience what, in my opinion, is the most powerful spiritual
and religious experience possible. At some point, when you are
in di rect one-on-one communication with Divinity. you will
find yourself in the middle of an immense infi n itely stranded
web of Energy.

At every point where the strands meet, cross, knot together,
split, and reweave themselves, an intelligent sentient being
exists. This may be a human from the thi rd planet of the star Sol.
It may be an intelligent being from a di fferent and far d istant
solar system, but you will find tha t you can communica te clearly
with any and all of these beings.

Some will know you, as though they have met you but you
failed to notice them at the time. Others will gree t you for the
first time, and some you will suddenly recognize, realizing that
you have indeed interacted with them on previous occasions.

None of these beings are your spiritual superiors, none are so
called ascended mas ters. Some may know more than you about
cer tain subjects, but then you will know more about other
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matters than they. Everyone is on their own uniqu e growth path
and no one is better or more advanced than another. We arc all
here to grow, and we are all here to help each other.

The Web of All-being includes everything you can imagine
and everything you can't. It is the matrix of all thingness and the
crucible of the no-particular-thingness of probability.The energy
of all thought, emotions, and experiences flows along the strands
of the web, into the glowing core that pulses in the center.
Everyth ing you do, think, and feel contributes to the energy of
the Web. No one is more important than anyone else in the Web.
No one is evil or morally wrong simply because they made
mistakes from which they are still learn ing (translation: still
paying for those mistakes karmically).

As the energy flows through the strands into the core, another
kind of energy flows out of the core and through the strands,
invigorating and caressing each being at each node. As you
become familiar with the Web of All-being, you will realize that
the brain and nerves of our own physical body arc a sort of crude
approximation.

Here is the analogy: imagine that all sentient beings-and
that can include trees, animals, and creatures that have no
physical manifestation that we can detect- are the nerve
endings of an incredibly complex nervous system. These "nerve
endings"-sensory receptors- come into contact with stim
uli- some challenge, present problems, create puzzles. The
receptors react to the stimuli. A message goes through the
connecting strands of the web-the axons-and into the centra l
core where the information is processed, analyzed, compared,
stored, and a reaction impulse is sent back along the strands to
the sensory receptor-the sentient being-who then uses the
iransformed information to experience the stimuli again but in a
different and changed mannl{'

1b continue to use this grossly simplified model, sentient
beings such as human are the learning apparatus for the Divinity

.~
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wh ich is the Universe. And the more we experience and learn,
the more energy Divinity has to give us.

She once told me that we humans were her ene rgy dynamos,
that we make more than we consume. The more we learn, the
more healed and functional we become, the more energy there is
in the Universe for us to continue to learn, grow, and experience
the never-ending infinite wonders that Divinity Is. And so
someday, when you are dancing on the Web of All-being, you
and I shall meet. And it is my dearest wish that when we do, we
will say, "Well Met and Merry Met, And Merry Meet Again."



SUGGESTED READING

Although I have been careful not to fill this book with footnotes and
citations, listing specific books only when necessary. 1do suggest that
yoo at least take a look at some of the books from which my material
was drawn. Unfortunately. you cannot read my journal or Book of
Shadows, but you can create your own .

Background books are important , as is an open m ind. Some of thesc
books arc vicious life-hating manifestos of authoritarian control; others
are well meaning and genuine. Read them, consider them, but don't
believe them!

Read with care, ap proach with caution, and always ask yourself:
What do they want from me? Obedience? Money? Power over my lire?
Blind acceptance of dictates of behavior? Always decide for yourself if
the act ions and beliefs will make your mundane life and your spiritual
one deeper, more fulfilling, and more functional-or less so.

Baba, Meher. God Speaks. (Sufism Reoriented LTD.: 1997)
Bardon, Franz. Practice of Magical Evocation. Marcher, 1991.
Bible (New Jeru salem Edition)
Brumby. Robert. Dr. John Dee- the Or(qinal 007. (out of print)
Clubb, Sir John. The Lives and Times of Muhammad. Chelsea, Michigan :

Scarborough House, 1970.
R lX, Robin Lane. Pagans and Christians. New York: Harper, 1986.
___. The Unauthorized Version. New York: Vintage, 1993.
Fried , Jenn ifer J., Betrayal 7I'auma. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ.

Press, 1996.
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Jonas, Hans. The Gnostic Religion. Boston: Beacon Press, 1958.
The Koran (Try to get a recent translation.)
Kramer, Joel, and Elsted, Diane, et al. The Guru Papers: Masks of

Authoritarian Power. Berkeley. Calif: North Atlantic Books, 1993.
Miller, Alice. Banished Knowledge. New York: Doubleday. 1991.
___. Breaking Down the Wall of Silence. New York: Meridian, 1993.
___ For }f)ur Own Good. New York: Doubleday. 1990.
___. Thou Shalt Not Be Aware. New York: Doubleday, 1991.
The Rig Veda (almost impossible to get a complete edition, but A

Sourcebook in Indian Philosophy, by Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan and
Charles Moore, Princeton, 1957 is a good place to start )

Sherman, William H., John Dee, the Politics of Reading and Writing in the
English Renaissance. Univ of Mass., 1997.

Store, Anthony. Feet of Clay. San Diego: The Free Press, 1997.
King, Francis, and Skinner, Stephen. 'Iechniques of High Magick. Inner

Traditions, 1991.

There are, of course, many other worthwhile sources, as well as
thousands of sites on the Internet.
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